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PROCLAMATION ROBBED TRUNKWIFE OF STEEL
ACCUSES CZAR

OF COACHMAN

OF BETRAYING

MADINE

COUNTRY

HOW MRS. HARTJE'S LOVE

De-fen-

Pittsburg,

TROOPS OWE ALLEGIANCE
ONLY

Workmen and Peasants Urged
to Seize Lands Autocracy
Bloody
Has Denied Them
Race War in Asiatic Russia

at the house

30.

Beginning

In

which Madine rommed.

on two occasions.
The first time was
May 31 and the second time June 18.
On the second occasion, he said John
A. Anderson, another detective, was
with him. Staubb is the man who

St.

!

)le- -

This manifesto further accuses the
government of betraying the fatherland by Invoking the aid of German
and Austrian troops. The people are
therefore urged to remove the local
authority everywhere, to re.place it
with men elected by themselves, and
to confiscate all state funds.
The troops also must conform to orders of those elected by the people.
The workmen In the towns, the peasantry and all tollers must, In conjunction with the troops, seize the
liberty and take tho land which, the
The
government has denied ttkétn.
land thus possessed must be handed
over to the popularly elected local
authorities pending the elaboration of
a new land lay.
The manifesto calls for elections on
the basis of universal suffrage and
concludes with the words:
"Down with the government and
the emperor. Long live tho dear and
free Russian people."
ARMENIANS, TARTARS ANI
RUSSIANS IN RACE WAR
St. Petersburg, July 30. As anticipated in these dispatches July 29, the
triangular truce between Armenians,
Tartars and the Russian troops before
Khusha was of the briefest nature.
The display of white Hags and naming of representatives of the warring
faction to arrange a lasting peace wag
of
but a preJude to the resumption
humilities yesterday upon a larger and
bloodier scale. The fighting Is not
only in full progress at Shusa Itself,
(a town of 30,000 people, 180 miles to
the southeast of Tlflis), the Tartai
quarter of which apparently Is In
flames, but It has spread to the surrounding country. There the Tartar
population has risen and Is striving
to overwhelm the Armenians and Russian troops.
General Zoloschakov, in command
of the Russian forces, appealed urA battalgently for reinforcements.
ion of riflemen at Yelisavetpoi, the
nearest point where there are soldiers,
already has been dlspached to the
cene.
It Is worthy of note that the Russians, who, In the disorders of lust
year, were accused of protecting the
Tartars from Armenian attack, nre
now themselves hard pressed by the
Mohammedan hordes.

has been known as "Craig." He
clered that after the letters had been
shown to Andrew Fisher, Hartje's
brother-in-lathey were mailed by
Staubb to Attorney Scott Ferguson,
chief consul for Hartje. Staubb was
subjected to a vigorous
and the relation of the methods which he and his brother detective used, caused much amusement.
Staubb was unable to tell what other
articles were in the trunk, and several timos became tangled under the
Anderson corrob-orate- d
Staubb in regard to the second
looting of the trunk. The superin
tendent of the detective agency als
testified as to the directions given his
men, and rece lvlng letters from them.
Objection was made by Mrs. Hartje'i
attorneys to the Introduction of the
testimony, but Judge Robert S.
Fraser admitted It, declaring, however,
that the other side would be allowed
the fullest latitude in seeking to rebut the evidence.
of
Andrew Fisher, brother-in-laAugust Hartje, was the last witness
of the day.
He assumed the responsibility for
the hiring of the detectives, and said
that tho attorneys for his brother dH
not know where the letters came
from until he told them.
Incidental to the story of the robbery of the Madine trunk, It developed that a letter and a telegram,
signed by John F. Scott, father of
Mrs. Hartje, were found In the trunk
along with the forty honeyed missives
I which
the wife of the millionaire ,s
charged with writing.
It Is alleged that a paragraph In
this letter read: "On the advice of
Mr. Freeman, I am sending you $60."
Neither the telegram nor letter was
raid In court.

MOB RAIDS BEER

FACTORY IN RUSSIAN CAPITAL

St. Petersburg, July 30. Premier
Rtolypln has not yet abandoned hope

of Inducing public men outside of the
democratic spheres to enter the reorganization of the cabinet to carry out
reforms."
his policy of "strong-hande- d
Negotiations with M. Guchkoff, Prince
Lvoff and Count Heyden are still In
progress.
A mob of two thousand
workmen completely gutted a brewery on Schlusselburg road here last
night. Cossacks dispersed them,
TREPO FP LIVES IN SPITE
OP RUMORS OP ASSASSINATION
St. Petersburg , July 30. A rumor
was In circulation last night that General Tropoff had been assassinated,
but H turned out to bo baseless.
REVOLVER FUSILLADE
BREAKS UP CHURCH SERVICE
Warsaw, July 30. While the churc h
of Wllanow, a suburb of Warsaw, was
filled with worshippers today, an unknown person outside began firing
rapidly with a revolver. A panic followed, the church service was broken
up and the congregation in a wild
to escape, crowded on a ferry
boat which waa overturned, drowning
five persons.

ef-fo- re

RUSSIAN

July

with the sixth, and what is expected
to be the final, week of the Hartje
divorce trial, today was taken up with
the long expected evidence as to tho
manner in which Augustus Hartje
procured the love letters alleged to
have been written bv Mrs. Mary
Scott Hartje to Tom Madine, the
coachman
In the case
John B. Staubb, a private detective,
swore that he opened Madlne's trunk,

TOWN

DESTROYED BY PIRE
Kii7.nei7.ki, July 30. A large part
of this olty, which has a population of
25,000 people, has been destroyed by
fire. The losses are heavy.

BARBERS IN MOSXW
JOIN IN GENERAL STRIKE
July 80. A strike has
Moscow,
broken out among the barbers who are
striving to obtain a bettermen In
their working conditions and Sunday
fur a day of rest. According to the
council of workmen the total number
of men now on strike In Moscow has
reached 18,000. In addition to which
the Voskressensky factory today locked out 2,000 employes.
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BUSY NEGRO ADMITS LAS

KILLING OE

poire "t

r.FNTS

VEGAS

10

WAGE WAR ON

LICENSED

FIFTEEN MORE CONVICTS

Hagerman

GAMING

DANGER OF LYNCHING

DETAILED FOR THE WORK

Governor

APPARENTLY

PASSED

Dempster,
Elmer
Charged Definite
Plans for Formation of
mines to Push Project to
With Murder of Mother and
Good Government Club AdCompletion at Earliest Posin
Babes
Pennsylvania
opted at Sunday Meeting in
sible Moment,
Makes Clean Breast of It,
Meadow City.

TIO

se

Reno, Nev., July 30. Mrs. William
Ellis Corey, wife of the president of
the United States Steel corporation,
was awarded a divorce in the second
district court of Nevada, sitting at
Reno, at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
The case was submitted without argument and the jury took but one
ballot. It was out but a few minutes
Mrs. Corey was In tears when told
that she had been given a decree and
son,
the custody of her
Allan Corey. She drove at once io
her home on Riverside avenue, where
she says she will continue to reside.
No evidence was submitted by the dePositive Letter From Secretary
fense and there was no argument.
The question of alimony was not
Loeb Puts End to SpeculaIntroduced. Mrs. Corey made an Interesting admission, however, touchtion as to Mr. Roosevelt's
ing upon this phase of the case, stating that in May, 1906, several weeks
Possible Candidacy.
before her petition for divorce was
filed, she negotiated, through her attorneys, a financial settlement with
her husband. She was not asked what
the nature of this settlement was.
"I am a resident of Reno, Nevada," HIS ELECTION NIGHT
said Mrs. Corey when placed on Uta
stand, "and the wife of William Ellis
DECISION IRREVOCABLE
Corey, defendant in this action. We
were married on December 1, 1883,
at Pittsburg, Pa., and lived together
until May 1, 1905. At that time my
husband deserted me and went to
New York. I followed him, and held Statement Called Forth by Eda conversation with him In the Hotel
itorial in Newspaper AppealLorraine. It was there that he told
me that he had decided to live apart,
ing to Him to Again Lead
He said that it was impossible for us
to Uve happily together, and that
Party to Victory.
would never see him again. He stated
that he Intended going to Europe for
several months. There was no scene.
I talked with him about the matter,
and urged him again to resume his
Peoria, Ills., July 30. A positive
place In our home, but he refused,
announcement from President Rooseand I have never seen him since."
velt that he will not be a candidate
for the third term was made today in
ASKS ANNEXATION
a letter addressed to Mrs. L. A. Keitney
of Feoria by Secretary Loeb for PresiOF ISLE OF PINES dent Roosevelt, The text of the letter follows:
"Oyster Bay, July 26, 1906. Dear
Commltttv of Americans to Lny Madame: Your letter of recentyoudate
has been received and I thank
In
Grievances Before State
the president's behalf for calling atI . I l.l I II K ilt
tention to the enclosed clippings. I
would say, however, that the president has nothing to add to the state
New Orleans, July 20. Bearing ment issued on the night of the elec- 111
1
treat-complaints about the alleged
tion in 1904. II la decision as an- ment of the Americans on the Isle of nounced at that time is Irrevocable.
Pines, a committee of two from that
"Yours truly,
island arrived tonight at the Missis"WILLIAM LOEB,
"Secretary to the President.."
sippi river quarantine station, on their
This expression from President
way to Washington to lay their complaints before the state department. Roosevelt was called forth by an edit,
An appeal to the United States for torial In tho Peoria
was called to the attention of
annexation Is among the deeuments in Which
the president through Mrs. McKlnney,
the possession of the committee.
wife of a prominent Peoria politician.
The editorial was In the form of an
appeal to the president to accept the
TROTTING RACES
third term
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GETTING

Carrier. Mo.

ROAD

HOT

COURT

Detective Hired by President of United States
Steel Trust Charged With
Plaintiff Testifies to BreakDesertion Makes No
ing Into Room of
Mother Gets Child.
Draws to Close

Representatives.

July 30.
Petersburg,
The
public prosecutor has started proceed
ings against members of the lower
house of parliament who signed the
Viborg manifesto.
A manifesto to the peasants of Russia has been issued In the joint names
of all the various labor, socialist and
revolutionary organizations, Including
representatives of these organizations
This
in the defunct lower house.
manifesto declares that the hopes reposed in the lower house of parliament
have been blasted by the diabolical
designs of the crowd of grand dukes,
courtiers and wealthy land proprietors assembled around the emperor,
wIium only purpose can be the maintenance of their power over the poo- -
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OK SCENIC

Private

Fiery Manifesto Advises Disregard of Government and Its
Replacement With People's

TO PARLIAMENT

Ufl;
WLLNUI

DECREE AWARDED MRS,
COREY

JULY 31,

.7,

DIVORCE

LETTERS WERE SECURED

TUESDAY,

PRFSlflFNT

BETS

KING

NEW MEXICO.

Deter-

Special to the Morning Journal.
Santa Fe, N. M July 30. Fifteen
or twenty more convicts ure to be at
Once added to tile force of thirty-fiv- e
now at work on the scenic highway,
east of Santa Fe, and the road is to
be pushed to completion as rapidly
as possible.
This was decided upon
today after a conference betwee.i
Governor Hagerman and Superintendent Trelford of the penltentlury and
Captain Fred Fornoff of the mounted
police. Extra precautions are to be
taken to prevent the escape of th
men while at work on the road. There
is still about Uve miles of the road to
be built to the west border of the
Pecos forest reserve.

Preparing

Case Against Standard.
Chicago, July 30. When the federal grand jury convenes in Chicago a
week from today final steps will be
taken toward forging a complete chain
of evidence against the Standard Oil
company and sume of Its high officials which the government prosecutors hope will lead to Indictments and
prosecutions under the
has
law. Attorney General Moody
had some of his best legal talent at
analyzing
days
work here for several
the evidence taken before the grand
Jury at Cleveland and preparing a line
of procedure that will fortify testimony already adduced.
anti-reba-

te

Washington. Pa., July 30. Up to
midnight no attempt had been made
to take from the Jail Rimer Dempster,
the negro wno is eliurgcd with the
murder of Mrs. Samuel Pearce ami
her children at Cannonsburg
last
night. The excitement which pre- vailed upon the arrival of the ofti
eers with the prisoner subsided dur
ing the night, and all danger of a
Is
demonstration
apparently
over
Dempster made several confessions
during the day and late tonight madq
a clean breast of the tragedy, admitting that he killed Mrs. Pearce and
the children. In a supplementary confession he cleared up another murder
mystery which led to the arrest of
two other negroes. The names of
the men ure Patterson and Rucher,
and they are charged with the murder of John Koboda, a wealthy foreigner, who was found dead In a
clump of bushes along the Waba-ii- i
In
railroad
tracks
Independence
township on May 1. The men will
be brought to the county Jail here
tomorrow.
Negro Charged With Awful crime.
Canonsburg, Pa., July 30. Elmer
negro,
Dempster, a nineteen-year-ol- d
has been arrested for the murder of
Mrs. Samuel Penloe and her two
children, and shooting the third child
last evening. It is said Dempster, who
was a helper on the Penloe farm, has
confessed that he attempted to assault
the
Penloe girl, hut was
frustrated by her mother, who went to
a bureau to get a revolver.
The negro secured the gun first, and after
killing the mother and shooting tho
children, set fire to the house to hldo
the crime.
Safely 1xlgcd in all.
Washington. Pa., Julv 30. Dempster was Bafely lodged In jail here after the officers had fought off two
mobs on the trip to Canonsburg.

JUDGE MILLS SEVERELY

1

ARRAIGNS THE TIGER

Power to Stamp Out Glaring
Evil Lies in Hands of People Declares Supreme Coutt
Justice in Ringing Speech, ,
Special to the Morning Journal.
Las Vegas. N. M., July 30. Dflnlt
plans for the forming of a good government
club, and the ultimate
stamping out of gambling in Las
Venas, were laid at a meeting here
Sunday night at the Duncan opera
house. Chief Justice Mills of the territorial supreme court, was the principal speaker,
and
characterized
gambling as the "worst curse of New
Mexico." Judge Mills arraigned tho
"tiger" severely, and was folie wed in
the same strain by C. W. O. Ward,
James, Graham McN'ary and others.
A coiirmlttee was appointed to report
on permanent organization.
About
200 persons attended
the meeting.
Juibge Mills In speaking of a remedy
for existing conditions said:
"AH of these things are In the
bands of the people," urged the Judge.
" arid It depends on what they want
In the matter as to whether conto
ditions will be changed or not. I
hope steps will be taken to alter the
present condition of things In Las
Vegjas, but remember that whatever
yon do must be entirely within the
palo of the law, for If yoif don't do
It hi this way, you are Just as much
lawbreaker as the man whom yoH
think Is doing wrong. I will do th.
best I can to promote the cause of
In the town and
good government
county."
Lightning Missed Him Two Inches.
A remarkable freak or lightning occurred yesterday afternoon during an
electrical storm at Los Alamos near
this city. William Frank was alone In
his store when a bolt of lightning hit
the building, knocked a lot or goods
from the shelves and went through
the floor not more than two inches
from where Frank was standing. A
box of loose cartridges were knocked
from the shelves by the lightning, but
although the box was scorched none
of the ammunition exploded. Frank
was uninjured.

Reciprocity Witli Spain.
Washington, July 30. Mr. Collier,
United States minister at Madrid, has
cabled the state department that the
Spanish government has signified a
willingness to enter Into a tariff arrangement with this country based
upon section 3 of the Dinglcy act.
Preceding unofficial advices have indicated that as a matter of fact the
minister has already discussed with
the Spanish authorities Informally the
basts of such an agreement and has
practically drafted a document which
Will be submitted to the state depart- GHASTLY TALE OF
ment for approval. As already published, this In substance provides that
WOMAN MISSIONARY
the United States shall enjoy Spain's
minimum tariff in return for 25 per
cent reduction of duties on spirits, DescrllKs Banquet nt Which Ilumnii
wines and works of art. That agreeFlesh was Bowed,
ment would not require the approval
of the United States senate.
Chicago, Julv 30. Miss Ruelah
Advertising for Executioner.
Logan Tuthlll, aged 30, a Methodist
London, July 30. Denmark is adwere
vertising for a "reliable, sturdy exe- missionary, whose ancestors
before her. told the big
cutioner."
The remuneration offered missionaries
camp meeting on the
Is $364 per execution.
The former Methodist
river, how she saw eleven peroccupant of the post retired, owing
to his inability to wield the heavy sons killed and devoured bv cannibals.
ax used In Scandinavia.
She was taken to the Caroline IsRussia Is also having trouble with
Its executioners. The national hang- lands when she was 6 years of age DISP0SITI0Ñ"0FÍEPER
man struck a few days ago for more and began her missionary work when
alary and a pension guarantee. His she was 17. In 1900 her parents left
PUZZLES BALTIMORE
mm uen m
year, j ne nans the Carolines and went to Sidney,
j who
Isman,
Australia.
She remained on the
had served a long term of
i
imprisonment for murdeiiniS his fath lands for several months, and then victim of Dread Disease Quarantined
er, has had his salary raised to 1 106 she took passage on the steamer Ara-gin Box Cur on Siding.
per execution.
for Sidney.
STRIKE AVERTED
A terrific storm drove
the vessel
Elijah Dowle Faces Starvation.
near the Island of New Ireland, 200
Baltimore, July 30. The Syrian leIN NEVADA
MINES
Chicago, July 30. Now cornos the miles northeast of Australia, and Miss per, George RoBsett, Is In a worse
report that John Alexander Dowle Is Tuthlll was swept overboard. She w
up by some Christian Malays. predicament today than on any of the
nearly starving in his splendid resiOperators Concede Eight-Hou- r
Day dence,
They were subsequently
wrecked seven days he has been living In a
Shlloh house, Zlon city. His
and Unions sign Three-Yedesperate need of ready money Is ad- on a sandbar on which n schooner box car along the line of the BaltiAgreement.
mitted by his private secretary, O. L. was going to pieces. This bar WW more and Ohio railroad. The railroad
gave up the proportion of disposing
Spelcher, who says:
two miles off the Cannibal Islands.
e
"As the tide bagan to rise to free of him, and today the city of
"If It was not for the number of
Tonopah, Nev., July 30. All dan- old friends who have
turned the man over to the
us the horror began," she said. "Oie."
to
continued
ger of a strike In the mines of the look out for Dowle during
the pe- of our lookouts gave an exclamation county authorities.
Tonopah district has been averted by riod of his adversity the
Rossett Is still In his box enr at
doctor would of terror. We looked, and there on
the action of the miners today, who be in need of the necessities of life.
shore, we saw a horde of savages Golden Ring, seven miles out of Balthe
voted to accept the operators' scale
"Since he has returned to Zlon he coming down tho beach, fully two timore, waiting for somebody to do
of eight hours a day and a minimum has not received a cent of the rev- hundred of them, In full war paint, something. The railroad, the stnl-- of
wage of J I.
Maryland and the city of Baltienues of the industries of the place, armed with shields, spears and heavy
more were undecided for days. Now
The settlement Is a compromise. which have all been diverted hv Voti clubs.
Th'?
The mine owners, who have been In- va to his own uses or turned over to
upon
the Baltimore county Is undecided.
"They stole
down
feed
will
r
sisting on a
day for surface nis i nenas. It Is pretty hard whn schooner, and then attnekod It wl'h suburban administration
will
let
him
men, agreed to eight hours on the one thinks that when the doctor ha.i a rush. The sailors made no resist Rossett and the railroad
condition that the miners sign an by right, the title to nil these lands ance. They had concealed themselves occupy the ear on the siding. Tha
city
have
health
officials
stale
and
agreement not to ask for further con- and buildings, he should be here and In the hope of escaping, hut one ny
J not yet
heard of any place to which
see the city raided without being able
cessions for three years.
they
one, eleven men In all,
tney can sena mm.
miiBii io satisty nis Immediwith
killed
dragged
out
and
Efforts to make Rossett's stay on
ate needs."
blow on the head with a war olubi the siding as pleasant as possible unWELLMAN STARTS
drngged
the
Then the cannibals
der the circumstances have been made
To Move Body of Pope.
bodies ashore, and prepared for the by the railroad.
A large red cushNORTH IN AUGUST
Rome, July 30. Secret arrange- feast. They beat upon
s
and ion from a caboose was handed to
ments have been made for the re- strange drums.
by
yesterday
him
a brakeman. and
moval of the body of Pope Leo XIII
"The rest Is too horrible how this he has utilized as a pillow at
Busy
Workmen
Airship from the Vatican
Getting
to the lateran, they cooked their human food, how night and a seat during the day.
Rcudy for Voyage to Pole.
which, according to his will, was des- they danced about their victims, how,
The county commissioners, after an
tined to be his last resting place.
at last, they tore the smoking human Interview with George D. Pennlman.
When the body of Plus IX, In Hit, flesh to pieces with their nnlls and counsel of the Baltimore and Ohio
Spltzenbergcn, July 30. Forty men was
carried at midnight to tho church teeth In a mad orgy."
road, decided to toko over the enare working day and night to get the of
San Lorenzo, an attempt was made
tire care of the man until he Is movairship of the Wellmnn-Chlcng- o
cast It Into the Tiber. Although
ed, and will from today furnish him
Holler Explosion.
Herald
ratal
expedition started toward ato repetition
of the outrage is not now
30. Two with the necessary food and clothing.
July
Hie north pole this Bummer.
Ind.,
Vlnrennes,
the Vatican
unofficially workmen were killed and twenty In- He has a tub of water and an abundThe big balloon house will be fin- expected,
ance of food in his car.
ished In a fortnight.
Allowing ten asked for police assurances of a safe jured In a boiler explosion at the
The railroad cannot move Rossett
paper mill today. The men east,
days for Inflation and trluls, the mon- transit before the decision as to the
will not let hlni
was taken.
were engiged In placing new 'boiler?, pnss, asnorPhiladelphia
ster airship may be able to start for removal
cun It send him west, as
The government was willing to give the old ones still being In use, when
the north the latter part of Augu-rt- .
Property Cumberland, Md., objects.
the funeral a solemn character by Din exnlnsion occurred.
I
having It take place In the daytlm" loss Is estimated at $15,000.
Grand Vizier Dismissed.
I'nlon Resolves to Enter Polities.
I
military honors. The Vatican,
New York, July SO. The Central
Teheran, July 30. Tho grand vlssler with
Oldest Woman Dead.
however. Insists that the removal
Federated
whose ultra reactlonlsm mado him un- shall
union after a long debate
It
be
SO.
unceremonious,
and
Ferd
that
Mrs.
La Porte, Ind.. July
yesterday decided to go Into politics
popular, has been dismissed. He opIndiIn
place
night
take
the
time
In
shall
woman
nand Roese, the oldest
posed the granting of reforms which
In accordance with the recommendaStates tion to the affiliated
resulted In the popular demands for when. It Is believed, there will he no ana and perhaps In the United In
unions by presiPoInterrupany
was
unseemly
of
today.
horn
possibility
She
died here
his dismissal.
dent Gompers of the Federation
of
tion.
land In 1794.
Iabor. The platform which had been
To Investigate Slave Camps.
under debato for two Sundays, wan
rted Tape In France.
New Second Lieutenants.
adopted In Its entirety over the violent
Birmingham, Ala., July 30. Emll
who
protest of tho loclallate, who fought
A
womnrr
80.
July
30.
A
general
Boulogne,
Washington, July
Lesser, president of the German Immigration society of Alabama, left to- order was Issued today by General took two buckets of water from- the to force the union Into committing Itparty. The platday for Lockhart, Ala., where he will Bell, chief of staff, announcing that sea to bathe a child In acconlntice self to the socialisteight-hour,
astonform contains the
the
make a personal report on the al- vacancies which existed In the grade with the doctor's orders waswarning
labor and other trade union
of second lieutenant In the army June ished to receive an official
leged 111 treatment of German Immfeatures and provides for the nomiigrants at the camps of the Jackson 30 last will be filled by appointment from the customs officers threatening to fine her for a breach of the nation of candidates with trade union
Dy tho president of twelve honor gradLumber company.
uates of Institutions of learning to law. It has been discovered thnt there cards who can be Indorsed by either
which army officers are detailed as Is an unrepealed law of Louis XIV. the republican or democratic party.
Fugitive Mayor Surrenders.
science, and by forbidding the taking of sea water,
N. J., July 30. William., professors of military eighteen
Patterson.
Bryan to Outline Issues.
.
of
enlisted
those taking It extract the salt
.. I
appointment
i.
tho
...
.inn u.vj, men, twelve from the cavalry and In- lest
ji. ueicner, ii.iinc. umyui
New York. July 30. William J.
revenue ol the
defraud
the
thus
and
surrendered
today
and
returned early
alt tax. The woman was ohlljred to Bryan, It Is announced,. desirea It to
six from the artillery.
to the warden at the Jail. He had fantry and men
designated for these submit, hut she has written n declar- be known he will outline his concepAll the
been missing since August 1, 1905. He
purposes for which the tion of the Issues upon which the
of
declared he had no means to make second lieutenancies must take ex ation wasthe
obtained In order to set 'tire democratic national campaign should
good refunds, amounting to 125,000 aminations provided by the regulations water
official permit to use the sea he fought In his Madison Square Garwhich he Is accused of having fraudu and In every way conform wttn tne nn
,
den speech on August SO.
.
wntcr.
requirements.
é
I
lently obtained.
four-year-o- ld

d--

Des-plain-

Herald-Transcrip-

OKU

NOW HEAD OF
JAPANESE

New Chief of Stall

ARMY

Plnyed Brilliant

WITHOUT

BETTING

Part in Lnte Struggle With Russia.
General Oku has
chief of the general
staff of the Japanese army in succession to Baron Kodama, who died on
July 22.
(reneral Oku commanded the left
army during the Russian-Japanes- e
war and achieved a series of brilliant
victories, Including
and
Nanshan
Tlellng. The army under his command Isolated Port Arthur at a critical stage of the sleg.
Tokio, July

been appointed

30.

Qnilld Circuit Opens at Cleveland
With Good Attendance.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 30. Kven
without pool selling the opening day
of the Grand Circuit races attracted
a crowd of over 8,000 to the track.
The M. and M. stake of $10,000,
transferred from Detroit, was the
principal
attraction.
There were
twelve starters, Ann Direct being the
favorite In pools sold In Newburg, outside the Cleveland city limits. BrilIOWA REPUBLICANS
liant girl won the first heat in 2:11 V4.
the fastest heat of the race, but finIN FACTION FIGHT ished lame and Ann Direct won the
next two heats and the race, second
money going to Brilliant Girl and
State Central Committee Arrayed third to Kenneth Mac.
Against Governor Cummins.
Decision Displeases Dowle.
Chicago, July 30. John Alexander
Des Moines, July 30. The republi- Dowle will appeal from the decision
can stale central committee met to- of Judge Land! of he federal court
day, and decided by a vote of 6 to 3 declaring Zlon City a trust estate and
to sustain the action of the chair- holding that the deposed first apostle
no individual proprietorship
in
man of the committee In notifying has estate.
Dowle himself made anGovernor Cummins that the seats of tho
a number of delegates to the repub- nouncement to this effect at the
meeting yesterday at the Shlloh house
lican state convention were contested. In Zlon City. Dowle
appeared to be
By the same
vote
the action of more concerned over Judge l.andis'
Chairman Spence In calling the pres denunciation of the "restoration of
ent meeting of the state central com- host oath" as treasonable than any
mittee was rotlfled. In both cases, other point In the court's opinion.
It appears, the chairman acted upon He declared the judge himself In his
his own responsibility.
He received oath of office was compelled to put
a petition
from the adherents of God above man and family ties. He
George D. Perkins, candidate for gov- said he had never received any money
ernor, giving notice that the seats of as trustee.
a large number of the Cummins delegates were contested. The chairman
France Regrets Killing.
Paris, July 30. The French emthereupon sent notice of this fact to
bassy at Washington has been InGovernor Cummins, who seeks a
structed to express the deep reprets
The governor replied In a statement of the French government at the killdenying the authority of the state ing of Lieutenant Clarence England,
officer of the cruiser Chatcentral committee to take up the mat- navigating
tanooga, who was mortally wounded
ter of contests, asserting that It had at
Foo, July 28 by a rifle bullet
no jurisdiction.
The chairman, how- BredChe
from the French cruiser Dupetlt
ever, sent notices to several newspa Thnuars,
the latter's crew was
pers calling the state central commit- engaged Inwhile
small arms practice.
tee to meet In Des Moines today to
consider the contests. His explanaTennis Clinmplonsldp.
tion to the committee was that two
Boston. July 80. Karl H. Behr, of
or three of the members were In Des Ynle, defeated William J. Clothier, of
Moines at tho time, and after consult- Philadelphia,
In the finals of
the
ing them and receiving their approval Longwood Cricket clubs tennis tour
he felt .instill. 'td In taking the action nament today In straight sets,
he did, In order that the delegate,
Behr tomorrow will meet
seats were contested might William A. Larned, the former nation
whose
have two or three more days' notice nl champion, and present holder of
than they would have had If he had the Longwood cup, In the challenge
called the committee together and round.
submitted to It the petition and tho
King Edward to Visit Kaiser.
question of a call for today's meeting.
London, July 30. The Dally TeleThe vote of six to three was regarded
as an Indication that the committee graph this morning says that a meetIntended to assume Jurisdiction of the ing between King Edward and Emcontests, and to hear the contestants peror William now has been definitely
and the Cummins delegates In case arranged, to take place In Germany
I the
In the coming autumn.
latter enter an appearance.
1,
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The BEST
of all Liniments

NO FOUNDATION

FOR ALARM IN

MEXICAN

TALES OF UPRISING,

League of Railway Employes;
Exists in Republic, But Its!
Purposes Are Peaceful and
Harmonize with Government
The Hun Francisco M Allen, Mexican
consul at El Paao, has been conductrt
ing a careful Is I II gallon of the
which have eoiM out of Mexico
In regard to tin- uprising fur gsptftn-be- r
16. and declares that then' ll ,il- olutely no foundation for the alarming runmrs that have Pome across ill

bonier

"As soon as Mm Mati-ints bagan
lo be printed in the papers of the various sections of the country. I put my-ala touch with tin- eantraj govern-- i
ment anl wltb the uffKiall of a number of states," said Mr. Mallen, in wiving hit views to a representative of
the Kl f iint, Herald, "mid i an say
that there Is no information In official
circles which leads to the belief that
there is anything of a serious nature!
to be apprehended.
"That there la a league of rsjltgas
employes in the republic is a knowi
fact, but It Is equally well known thai
this league has such n constitution and
bj law. and M peaceful a purpose thai
it would really be more In line with
the government policy to support than'
to oppress It. It In not true that this
organization Is taking In members
from other branches of labor, such as
the miners and the like. It ha ll
traded attention simply bccaUM thoJ
railroads are large corporations em-- 1
ploying great numbers of nun.
"I have reason to b III vt that Ij
know why and how tbogb rumors haVti
come across the border as to the
of affairs In Mexico as regard!
a possible uprising. I believe that
these rumora were started with a up
cific purpose, but
am not in a position at this time to give out this Information, and I shall not do M until
I have the proofs which w.'iiM convince any man, whatever his preju-- 1
dices.
U ta I.
"1 do not think that ii n
paid to people dow n here on the bot
ler that the Mexican government has;
the strength to care for any such .situation If it should arise, and there It
tin argument which must appeaJiojth
outsider that the Mexican govcrnui' ml
.will do so. It is nil to the advantage
of our government to protect foreigner". Mexico is in the position of th.
Halted States 40 years ago. when you
wanted Immigration. Mexico wants
Immigration, and the only wuy to get
it is to protect tin- interims, the life
eind the property of the foreigners In!
the republic.
"The American colony if not the
largest in the republic. THsy arc
larger colonies in the republic. The
Kpahlsh nnd French for example The
Americans as It happen! are Interested
in the railroads and also in the mines
There arc organizations of men In the
mines and In the railroads. They are
nothing more than labor unions. pure
3ind simple. They are a comparatively
arc an
new thing in Mexico, but th
mid thing in th" I'nltcd states.
"The men are actuated by a ihslrr
to Improve I heir condition. Tin y want
Son.e cf 'he better BoattiOM and th
ges tftan they are por
"Want bttt!
ting, an !hi believed that by organisation along ones which arc followed
In the Unltffd States that tln'v W0U '
lie abb- to attract
the attention nl
their employers in a manner thai thai
he
never
able to do if they provould
ceeded as Individuals.
"One regret that I have in runner-- !
ion with the rumors which bars' gsjne
nbroad is that it has been hurtful tol
the Americans la Mexico more than it,
Jias been to the Mexicana or the Mexican government. Americans are back-- ;
ing many enterprises in the republic
which require money, and this agitation will deter them, or put obstacle
In the way of their getting their s.
cñri tie Moated on the money marke''
of the United Bl itea.
"Then there Is the endless nnxict
which will be feit by relatives and;
friends of Amlricana who are knOWl
to be In the republic. They do nal
know the true condition of tlilngg an
therefore, these report-- - cause linn
worry and anxiety which Is uncalled
for
"The Cunanea trouble ll In n
sense u part of any such movement
and I n m sincere In the belief that t
Mr Metcalfe had ex. releed a llttli
more
and bad shown :i
lietter appreiiation of the situation
that there weald have been no bloodshed, nnd he would have been alive
today Tho a men went out enrly in
the day. and It WA In the nftenioon
that the unfortunate affair of the
lii
yard occurred. The men hail
and had
been parading the street
been acting in i peaceful manner
any
of
kind These
They had no arm
facts have not been brought oul
clearly before.
"JÍow as tn the oippri sslon of the
riots. It was not done by American
volunteer or by the men or Kosti
llt"ky, but because there were no
riots and no bloodshed Intended Ii
the beginning, nothing more than
of working-peaceful demonstration
The movement
men. That is nil
riots had rue
died of Itself her ail
been Intended.
"I am sincere In my declaration
that there will be no uprising ir
demount rat ions on September If.
the esrtc harm that I fear from tm
porta (Hat have gone out l that Ihej
will hurt the Americans In Mexico
much more than they win anyone
-
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Prliwew

Oct

10

ABOVE

MEET

IMvorcc.

Rome, July 30. Prln ceea r.eitrlm
Me Bourbon, third daughter of Don
Carlos, ha obtained a legal separaPrince Fahrl-altion from her husband.three
Malmo. Hercare, but dinghies
the fath.will remain In her
er I acorded permission to see them
twice a month. Hhe will reside with
tier daughters at the palace of hot
linde, the Duke of Parma. In Vienna.
In the courac of an Interview she
rbnrges her husband with unfaithfuloven In her
ness and misconduct
yartttuiiU in their palace In Rome.
o

IT IS A Ql'ICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

MUSTANG
LINIMENT

For

APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD.

MEXICAN

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

which

PEEP THAT
REMEDY.

GOOD FOR

STIFF JOINTS

AND ALL OUT-A I L M ENTS of IXKiS

WOUNDS.
A

D

!

20c, 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.
HALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS I 'ERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.

1 1

CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD lor RINGBONE c HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURBS SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS
BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

assncl.t-i- l

all for the

i

association.
year at Oloud- ointaln report

io be held th

Capital Paid in
$100,000.00
Surplus and Profits 20,000.00

"Good Things to Eat"

THIS BANK OPENED FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904
DEHOHSTRATiNS

THE

...MERITS

We Invite your attention to the following statement,
sliowin gibe business mouth of this Bank since Its
organization.

SUPERIOR

Of...

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Dcpr sits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

ST. CHARLES
CREAM
we will

lady

serving

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER ISAS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

Doctors, Lawyers ami Merchants.
Have your trade and professional
journals bound. Makes them so much
handler for reference.
II. s. Lithfow v. Co.
Iloolsblnders
Journal building.

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.
IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS
OP ANY KIND.

absolutely free

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
STAND-AR-

SALADS

SIXTY YEARS.

CUT

BANK OF COMMERCE"

ICE CREAM

COFFEE

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

CAKE

CAPITAL, IlsO.tM.M.

W.

Call and be our guests during
this demonstration.

that

( OLD HOOT DEER
DRUG STORE.

I 'EE'S GOOD

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
.
IT GIVES
SI'KK ANI PERMANENT

AT WALTON'S

NUMEROUS

RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

of.

IT KEEPS OJi

PAINS,

A

PEW RUBS

AND

THE "A IN 8 GONE.

YOUCOULD'KT BUY A
BETTER MNIMENT IF
Vol' TRIE
IT'S THE
BEST, AND NEVER

FAILS.

MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

A

TEAiPOONFUL

IN

HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER cc GARGLE Often.

A

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN "OTJRSBLF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES tba FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURB.

Grocery Co.

RAYWOODS

"Good Things to Eat"
Mall

OH

FOR PAINS ACHES AND
SORB MUSCLfiS.

THERE

& ROBERTS CO.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

LAS VEGAS, N.

Orders Filled Same Day
as Hecelved.

Livery and Boarding Stables

er

311-31-

er

Hrunswiek-Halkc-Collend-

GOOD.

"t

Eclipse Hay Presses

ALSO Ki ll THB OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

MECHANICS NEED IT
THEIR WORK BENCH

Mot lie or Zeiger's Cafe, and fJeosgs K, Nelier
of the White Elephant. Local Dealers

W. J. PATTERSON

Urunswlck-Ilalke-Collend-

CURBS BORE THROAT.

t

&

lo

GOOD FOR

pi

l

Mcintosh Hardware Co

DROPS,

A FP.YV

GOOV

G

TRY IT! TRY IT!

te

FOR RHEC MATIC

TAJ-Tiy-

1

Jaffa

cr

unswlck-Halke-Col-lend-

IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

m

The LINIMENT of our

H HI 'N'SK

Forefathers.
Alligator DtssMMSurtog.
Washington, July II. The American ulllg.ttor Is likely to go the w ty
Of the American buffalo, and illlgator
hides may boi onto
rare as eggi of
the great ,,uk. accordlnv
repor!
Just bjsued by the depart men! of
commerce ami labor. The consumption of alligator skins Is greater now
:

E

M-

-

Automatic Phone 822.
Colorado Phone 57
f Sale of Chattels Under
Clmticl Mortgage.
Whereas, Walter H, West on tho
certain
lltii day of May, l'.IOtí, by his conveyMORNING JOURNAL
battel mortgage of that date
ed to The
WANT ADS
company.
3
West Silver Avenue.
regulation
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Three No. 1
BRINO RESULTS.
howling alleys, complete, including
gutters,
pit
bowling bed. foundation
and approach! also divisions, two return chutes, three leather cushions,
three pit mats, three Improved Bi ore
registers, three nets ten pins, thirty
bowling balls, one set (8) Perfection
reflectora, one alley brush, one gutter brush, eight 18 foot oak settees,
with cushion for same; which said
property ll now located in the storeSUCCESSORS TO E. J. POST & CO.
room at No. 116 West Oold avenue, in
the City of Albuquerane, New Mexico,
and which said mortgage was filed for
record on the lith day of May. 1!H)6.
and recorded In Hook "F" of Chattel
Mortgages, page 3:!0, In the office or
rethe probate clerk and
corder of Bernalillo cunty, New Max-l- c,
to secure the payment to the said
comThe
pany. of the sum of $1,252. together
with interest thereon at eight per cent
per annum,
evidenced by sixteen
promissory notes of said date, three
ARE THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE
S
00. each payable
1st,
July
for
August 1st and September 1st, lOOfi, respectively; twelve notM for $7á each,
payable the first day of each following
consecutive month thereafter nnd one
note for $61, payable October 1, 1 HOfi.
And whereas, by said chattel mortgage It was provided that In case default should be made In the payment
SEE THEM BEFORE BUYING.
Of any or ell her of said notes or of any
part thereof, or the Interest thereof,
on the day or days on which the same
should become due and payable, then
all of the said notes, both principal
and Interest, should nt once become
I
CONFIDENCE
Albuquerque
due and payable.
.And whereas said Wnlter H. West
Is half the battle against unsanitatlon
has failed to pay the said promissory Foundry and Machine Works
confidence in the plumber's integrinote of $100, payable July 1. lflOfi. anil
said mortgagee,
ty and general ability. We ask the
The
R. P. HALL. Proprietor
company, has elected
opportunity to submit to you a list of
to declare all of said notes due and
our customers In Alhuipierque so you
payable under the terms of said mortcan find out how we stand with the
gage, and the same are now in default Iron and Brass Castings, Ore, Col,
lu st peoph
then we'll bid for your
and Lumber Cars, Pulleys, Qrat
for
plumbing work.
Bars, Babbitt Metal. Columns
Notice Is hereby given that the unand Iron Fronts for Builddersigned. The in
ings, Repairs on Mining and
company, as mortgagee of said
We carry the Finest Line of
above described property, has taken Millin- - Machinery in Our Specialty
Carden Hose in the City.
possession of the same under said
FOUNDRY
mortgage, and will on Friday, the
10th day of August. 1906. at the hour
STANDARD PLUMBING AND
Albuouerque
of 10 o'clock a. m., of said day, at the East Side Railroad Track.
HEATING COMPANY.
store-roo1
numbered IK West Cold
Colo. Phone, R 284. Auto. Phone 71
avenue In the citv of Alhiniuerriue.
New Mexico, offer fur sale and sell to
413 West Railroad Ave., AlbuquertPM
the highest bidder for cash the above DoYourEyesTioubleYou?
described properly for the purpose of
paying off and satisfying (he notes
and Indebtedness secured to he paid
by said chattel mortgage.
IJrun.swick-Halke-Collen-d-

INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, IXMBAGO, Etc.

AsststauH

every

receipt of an excellent salad
dressing fret
valuable addition to any cook book.

The

I. JOHNSON,

FAMOUS SHAWHAN WHISKEY

(

KEEP IT 31 THIN REACH.

W.

and Cashier.

TESTIMONIALS OF ACKNOWLEDGED AUTTiORITlES
THE MEDICI NAL EFFICACY OF THE

Notice

FROST-MITES-

H,

nmnnnsn aniffrvr
WILLIAM Mcivrosii.
J. 0. BALDRIDGE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWULL.

Wc will show you Just how
these foods are prepared.

opportunity

KTRICKM
Vioe-Presld-

To familiarise
the ladles of
AlbuiUeriue with the merits of
ST.
wo
OHAHI.nS CltKAM
have gone to the expense of
bringing this lady to our store.

An

.

Quicia

BIX-TORE-

Officers and Directors:
LUNA, President.

SOLOMON

OWETtS.

SOUTHWESTERN ELECTRIC ANT)
t.
COXSTIM ("HON
OPPOSITE MHV I'OSTOI IT( E.
CALL AXO SEE I S IX OUR STEW
S
ESTABLISHMENT FOR PARS,
AND SUPPLIES,

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PITS
ALL ACIDES TO FLIGHT.

1410,002.80

298,320.81
377,332.37
431,502.31

THE

SALAD DRESSING

ri
IVES THE EGOItlST.

PRESn

LINIMENT for OVER

$ 10,46fl.92
19,172.00
31.821.82
2,750.13

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES'

A

STOKAUK
GOINO
AWAY THIS StTMMEU?
Pianos, stoves, furniture, etc., stored
The Sesafely. Gates reasonable.
curity Warehouse and Improvement
Go. unices Grant Mock. Both pinnies.

the end of first day
the end of first week
the end of first month
the end of first six months
at the end of first year
at the end of eighteen months
nt the end of two years
dune 18, 190C

SOUPS

lady should take advantage

If you need a carpenter, telephone
Ilcsseldcn. Auto. IMione .r80.

at
at
at
at

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSIT:' AT THE RATE OF FIVE
TEH CENT PER ANNUM. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXSS FOR RENT

have for one week a young

-

or

MEXICO

ir

'

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS
CHAFES.

HAS BEEN THE

la

secre-H.-

'

IT C ANNOT BE REACH F.I I
and ROUTED BY THISOLD
TIME-TRIE-

ata Fe.

..f

croft, the beautiful "i
twenty-fiv- e
up In the Sacramenl
miles east of Alamec vlo. The con-- i
ventlon will meet .Virus! 16. The
association has hecti very fortuno I"
in securing free trai ;ortatlnn for
the ni m hers and tie h families over
the. Santa Fe Cent '1 and El Pas i
Sottth wee t rn railways, the latter bo-- I
IriK
scented through the efforts
largely of V. A. Hn kins, president
of the bar ageociation and an attor-- :
oey at Bl Paso for th El Paso South- western railway. Lev rates it is
limped will also ho secured from the
"!' 100 mern-Dber- s
Santa Ke. There arc
of the asaoclat on. The Albu- ouerque contlnsent pi mises to he n
good-alza- d
ROOd attendone. and
ance Is expected from all over th.'
territory.
The official call n ads:
"To (he Meinhcrs of the New Mexico Bar association.
"(ientlemen
is
Your attention
called to our next annual mcctinE at
rioudcroft on Augusi lr.ih and Hth,
and Miir attendnnce it that meetlnp;
is earnestly solicited
"A program for the cntertainmaht
of those attending Is now In ing
and an enjoyable time can be
anticipated.
"Free transportation (for members
of the association and their families)
over the El Paso K- Southwestern and
the Santa Po Central mails has been
provided for, and lb Santa Fc
nested to make rat' which it probably will do. All members of the association must notify the secretary at
once of their desires In tin- matter of
transportation,
advisim; him of the
route they desire to take, as fully ten
days' time will he ri quired tn socurr-thtransportation,
"Kindly (live this your immediate
attention and join us at (,'loudcroft. If
possible.
Verv truly.
"Ií. O. IIANXA,
"Secretary."

CURES QUICK BECAUSE
IT PENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO

llanna.

of the New M
tinn, has issued an offl
annual meeting of

PAINS

DEEP-SEATE-

THE JAFFA
GROCERY COMP'Y

K. H.

1

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

CLOUDCROFT

AIRY

NEW.

Ij

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.

THE CLOUDS

AT

si, 190.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

BAR;

MEXICO

'call for convention

CONSUL INVESTIGATES

Tuesday, July

ALBUQUERQUE,

60 Years

in Use For Over

MEXICO

NEW

MORNING JOÜFNKÜ.

I(

!

1

!A

REFORM BIFOCUDS

I ,K

--

CO.

Hy B. h. MEDI, Kit,

Attorney for Mortgagee,

evr before, approximately 280.-of- X IT'LL SET OF TEETH FOH
The quantity
hides annually.
I EXAMINE THEM FREE
allltrnlors has been decreased In all
Every
Pair of Classes Fitted Gusr-antee.
dc-Is
of the southern states nnd It
No
Absolutely Correct.
a
few
mi d to be only a question of
Guessing Scientific Methods
years when It will be Impossible to cold Crowns
$a.oo
ONLY USED.
obtain Hie hides nt a price that will Oold Fillings, upwards from ....$!..".0
mi
In
the ll iilcss Extraction
ftOc
their employment
All Work Absolut. In l : i,i i n i , , ,
Rianofsetvre of leather. It Is
O.D.
that the number of alligators B. F.
Graduate Optician
S
In Louisiana Is lit least SO per rent
Koom 11, N. T. Arsnlio HotMlac
less than twenty years ago.
With D. Tanow
114 It. ft. Are.
than
i

ufe

$8

SSfc

esti-mal-

I

COPP, D.

J.

d

C.H. CARNES,

COMHINES

SIGHTS

ON A SOLID
NOTHINC TO BRKAK
AI'AliT OK I NTIiR FElíE
WITH THE
TWO
LENS.

SIGHT

ANUFACTUKLD

BY

THE

BEBBER OPTICAL 00.
ALBUQULKOÜE
N.MfcX,

v

Tncday. Jnly

E NTF

ti.

NelfosNotes

RPPISINü

MUSTER

"About a year ago," writes Mrs. Mattie Allen, of
"I suffered with

blind, sick headaches and backaches, and could get
no relief until I tried

Potatoes Plentiful.
Tuesday a wagonload of 2,400
pounds of potatoes was brought to
market from Jackson, having been
raised by Hoy Cooper. This makes the
Ihlrd load, or approximately
7,20l
pounds, that he has marketed at 2
cents per pound already this season.
Las Vegas Optic.

IN

WINE
OF

Yardmaster C. C. Opd'ke was arrested charged with stealing two cars
of coal from the Santa Fe railroad
company at La Junta, Saturday. He
sold them, it is charged, to Millo
Brothers' ice plant at that point, and
had them switched over to them. Av
ciiiiling to the complaint he collected
tl60 for the two cars, and claimed
they had been shipped to some private
individual who refused to take tlu ni
and that the company had instructed
him to get the freight out of them.
Mills Brothers supposed this was all
tight and bought the cars of coal.
The Santa Fe railroad, in checking up
the cars, found them emptiy, and aftei
several days' work finally located the
coal.
Opdike was Immediately placed under arrest, and Is now in tile county
Jail under $.',000 bond. The prelimi.
nary hearing will be held in a
Opilike came to La Junta about
a year ago and was recently married.

Our Great Clearance Sale is surprising many people who
drop in just for a look. We're weU aware 'that there are
many buyers who look upon a special sale as a fake; a
scheme, cr some sort of a trick of the trade.
Perhaps they have reason for their opinion?
Been trading at the wrong store.
It's this class of buyers that are surprised to find our
bargains honest bargains, and our goods just as we represent
them to be.

CARDUI

Woman's Relief

Mark Smith Meets Mishap.
Mark Smith, while trying to take
the powder from a shotgun shell last
Monday, lay the shell on a rock and
touched a mutch to It. He forgot to
take his hand away, and as a result, is
now wearing It in a sling.
The shell
exploded
and tore a considerable
amount of skin from the back of
Mark's hand. Williams News.

DEFAULT OF BOND

I

1123 Broadway, Augusta, Ga.,

Territories

La Junta Employe of Santa Fe
Faces Charge of Stealing
of Fuel,

Surprised People!

Blind Headache

OftheTwo

SWIPED COAL

SENT TO JAIL

fAGK THKEB.

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAE.
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Immediately commenced to improve, and
now 1 teel like a new woman, and wish to
recommend it to all sick women, for I
td
i
ft
Know it win curetnem.asitaiame.
WMXE
Cardui is pure, medicinal extract ot
US
vegetable herbs, wnicn relieves
ys.
FREELY
female pains, regulates female
and frankly, describing
I

a.

i

1

Boys' Shirtwaists, regular price 50c, reduced to 25c.

Cloudburst on Yermejo.
your symptoms, we wiii
six
functions.tonesuptlieorans
25c;
Sailor
at 25c.
Special line Boys' Caps
Last Sunday afternoon the country
on the Vermejo, from Dawson southyou free advice (in plain sealed NS. tO a propel State Of health.
Suits, 25 per cent off.
and
east for several miles, was visited by
envelope). Don't hesitate, but
All
Try it for your trouble.
the heaviest downpour of rain known
write today. Address: Ladies' Ad
In that section in a number of years.
Every druddist sells It
and Valises.
visory Dept., The Chattanooga MediSpecial reduction of J5 per cent on
The Vermejo was very high, and small
cine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Dottles.
in
$1.00
streams and arroyos were more than
hank full, all running wild as a result
of the rapid rise. Some of the small
bridges were destroyed and others
badly damaged. At the Acorn ranch
Wit- and have to be relieved of part from tho arm of thi
of the Hryant-Rusto- n
Cattle company loaded
Hams (Aria.) News.
of their burden before the fruit is
there was a cloudburst.
in order to prevent the limbs
breaking down and destroying all
Bronco Buster' Jaw Broken.
from
by
a Tarantula.
Bitten
their precious load. The peach and
K. Norlln, a young man
Arthur
Harold Kilburn, a former Silver pea tree at this ranch seem to be known In liatón, met with a well
most
M EX H A X S EX TIOX M AN
City boy, was severely bitten by a
unusually prolific this year, while the painful accident on Friday evening
KILLED IN DRUNKEN BRAWL
or some other poisonous insect apples are running them a close sec- says the
liatón Range. Norlln was
The Mexican section gang at Duncan while sleeping outdoors at his father's ond. Silver City Enterprise.
riding a bronco, which had given hlnil
celebrated Sunday and the next morn- ranch, near Lanark, in this territory
no little trouble, and had just arrived'
ing one qf them was found with a one day last week. The lad was hurat the top of Goat hill when his horse
Tells of Tailless Mule.
knife wound in his breast, which ried to El Paso and tak a to the honn
flay Grayson recently returned from became frightened and began pitching
caused his death a few hours later. of his uncle. J. F. Kaehler, on Myrtle
round-u- p
In
a
the mountains, an Norlln kepi his position until becoming:
arrested,
11,
avenue, where he Is seriously
Another Mexican has been
but
thai the horse would go over
charge with killing the doad man, but is believed to be Improving. The in- tells of the capture of a freak mule. alarmed
it is stitcii that the evidence againal sect bit the lad on the lip and between The animal is about 7 months old the edge of the rocks made in attempt
PROCURED AND DEFENDED. stin,M.
hltn la not very convincing. Lords-bur- g tho eyes, and made two ugly looking and was going south when captured. to dismount, and as he jumped, with
nntwituc orunolA,iorMMf1 search mid ire1 roiurt
the horse still pitching, he fell and
Liberal.
Preo novice, how to obtain patents, tnule marka,
wounds, which for B time were feared The mule Is minus of a tail, and ac- struck bis chin on a rock, breaking his
coiiyrlhts, etc., N ALL COUNTRIES.
cording to Hay's description of the
would prove fatal. Silver City EnterJustness airert MM H asktngton MVM time.
SANTA VK BL'ILDlXt;
beast, the north end of the mute Is i; jaw. He was taken to a doctor and
prise.
money ami ojteu the patent.
jaw
his
set
plaster
in
a
had
east.
PAINT SHOPS AT TOPEKA
smooth as a billiard ball. The animal
Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
also has a wound on the side of the
A building permit has been issued
Big Apple Crop In Mimbres.
Write or com. tu ma at
any the IffKt
Modest Claims Often
says
Hay
will
not
heal
hip,
to the Atchison, Topcka & S.inta Fe
which
left
623
Ninth Street, opr. United State. Patent Offlci,
wagons are beginning to come
Conviction.
during
of
up
the
lifetime
natural
Railroad company for the erection or in Fruit
the
WASHINGTON, O. C
(Illa,
Mimbres,
the
and
other
from
gun
Maxim,
When
the famous
a new paint shop to be located lifty valleys tributary to Silver City. Plums animal. Hlllsbcro Advocate.
gun
complaced
in
his
before
a
feet south of the old paint shop,
have made
When you can now tret, at our special sale, Runabout Buggies a
mittee of judges, he stated Its carryTopekS. The cost of the building is peaches and apples
Songs on Plinnoirninli.
up to the usual
Chinese
are
and
ing
power
to
to be $3,()U0
be
below
he
contract
what
much
and the
resof
of
proprietors
New
Chinese
Mexico
fruit,
the
The
felt sure the gun would accomplish.
has been let for the
erection high standard
The fruit taurant at I'inos Altos have recently The result of the trial was therefore
will bo both in looks and flavor.
of the building
which
conv
phonograph,
a
bought
the
records
crop
of
the
this
section
in
tcivito
a great surprise, Instead of a disap320 feet in length, by 110 feet wide,
Look over our large stock at once. Quality guaranteed.
will be unusually large and tine this sisting of the latest Chinese songs pointment.
& COMPANY
It Is the same with the
the walls of brick.
year, the conditions having been al- uiili which, on request, they regale manufacturers of Chamberlain's Colic, W. L TRIMBLE
most Ideal for the proper nourishment their boarders. The machines repro- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, They UVEKY, FKKO AND TRANSFER
WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
duces the peculiar Intonations of the do not publicly boast of all this remOF TRAIN EQUIPMENT and growth of vegetation In genera!
...STAULES
Clark Dodgers' ranch near pone Chinese music perfectly, and the pro- edy will accomplish, but prefer to lot
There has been a marvelous 1m- - At
every users make the statements.
- prietor, say they
many
overtrees
understand
of
are
mountain,
the
What they
provement In train service and train
First Class Turnouts at Reason-abl- e
word that is uttered.
The singer Is do claim, is that it will positively cure
equipment in the United Slates the
Hates.
s
by
accompanied
other
and
diarrhoea, dysentery, palm in tho New Phone 12a.
last few years. Men younj; in yearn
Also Jül North Second Street, in our
Old Pbone 3 corner Firs! Street and Copper Ave.
which
Instruments
outlandish
musical
stomach and bowels and has never
can remember when first class trains
Albutiuorque. N. M
BntUnna.
New
songs
strangely
of
the
resemble
the
to
fall.
by
been
known
For sale
all
were inferior to the second class
Pueblo Indians at a harvest dance.
druggists.
equipment Of today. Tod iy, one railSilver City Enterprise.
NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET
way running out of Chicago has a
.SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
DURINtl
train composed of cars costing t'.O,-00- 0
"THE BEER THAT IS MAKING MILWAUKEE JEALOUS"
Andres Romero, Prop.
each. Another road runs a limTill: FOIiFNOON GIVEN TO LAB-IF- S
MlBundCMtandiltg in Williams.
train.
TO
DESIRING
ited costing for the entire
TO
LEARN
porter
barstreet
at the Front
The
& Salt
$1,000.000.
In many Instances single
ihop and another gentleman ot HOW I.. AT THE ALIWQUEKQ1 I.
Io you keep these tints in your (arc ? ber
cars in use today cost more than enBOWLING
ALLEYS,
118
W.
GOLD
color,
stables,
Avenue, Albuquerque
211
racing
Gold
of
West
the
tin attache
The Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company's
tire trains in uso a dozen years ago, If you arc one of the wise women who engaged
in a mess Sunday morning on AVE. CAUL liOLM.W. MANAGER.
GAME IN SEASON.
Notwithstanding the great increase in use
to
street,
trying
Front
the
latter
A Counter
roads and in trains on the vartoUl
itook.
sheathe a razor In the bowels of the Is an absolute
lined, thb average of passengers to the
Magnolia Balm
necessity in a retail
(lagan's
fire,
He
however,
missed
former.
and
We
can
coach has greatly Increased the last
business.
furnish
them now
year, it now being a fraction more we know 3'ou look ten years younger the trusty steel only reached the pos- at prices that will appeal to the trade
being
porter
trousers.
ter's
The
than (iriy persons to the car. This is; than many of your neighbors who arc
II. s. Llthgoiv 1 Co.
FIRE INSURANCE
wrathy, secured a smoke wagon and Itookblnders
more than double th e average Uve really younger than you arc.
Journal building.
REAL ESTATE
proceeded to sprinkle lead In the path
years ago.
LOANS
Sold by all druggists.
Price 75 cents.
flying carver. Quite a bit of
of
the
very
or
y
nest
Tho
Kansas nit beef
t
pewder was burned, and the only lead ami mutton at mil Klcimvort's. 112
Automatic mona 461
WESTERN LINES OFFICIALS
Automatic Phone 292
recovered was a small particle taken North Third street.
TO MEET COMMISSION
ROOM 10. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING Colorado Phone, Blk 93,
SO.
III.,
Chicago,
July
J. C. Stubbs,
vice president and general trafile ill- rector of the llarriman lines and
chairman of the committee appointed
by the western roads to arrange a
conference with the Interstate commerce commission relative to the discretionary powers conferred upon the
commission by the new interstate commerce law, has received notice that
the committee will be heard by the
commission In Washington, on Tucs- Albuquerque's
day, July 31. Tho commltttee left
and Best
Chicago early this morning and Will
appear before the commission immedl-atel- y
THE DAYLIGHT STORE
after its arrival nit the capital.1
Among tho provisions of the new law;
which will be discussed at the confer- :
,
1 .,
,.C O.Ir. mAmm
4.,
r.. .1
iV.
afaaohanJiiia ii !o
SnitiKl..
ivj ft
in nui iuucy to .scicv-ence are those relating to the manner
Wie OOCIS ÍOI Ule VUllOUn .M. c iL iwii vil mm n tvii c in
vi t
uuouuie iui,unuui
iniuo of
ni inu nnAa
and form of posting tariffs and the
the liuur. Whether your purse is long or short, we offer the floods that will meet your requirements at the time you
number of days' notice required be- wunt them. Quality, stvle. variety and Drice are considered and adjusted so that we can lit every case; thus we
fore changes In tariffs can be put into
effect.
have pleased patrons. The customers ot yesterday, today, tomorrow and every day all are pleased with their purchases and treatment at our hands. This is why our business

Children's
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at
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MANDELL
Fine Clothing and Furnishings
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"

$55

$45

$65
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Meats
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Rankin & Co.
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THE ECONOMIST
Brightest

tll.

TORE TALK

MIRACULOUS

11

Store

rr

T AllV
vJIvLI
L,

v.

grows, and is how we are selling very many inore goods this season than ever before. REASONS WHY To those who wish to know why we offer such an astonishing list of astounding
Secause of the fact that in nearly all the departments of our big store there are many broken lines, odds and ends in this season's merchandise, that we do
specials, we can answer:
not propose to carry over to next season, and we have decided to run them off with a rush during this week, regardless ol cost or consequence. Our patrons pocket the profits.

ESCAPE OF
PASSENGERS in CENTRAL WRECK
NfWburgh, N. Y., July 30. Wrecking crews are at work this morning
clearing away the debris of tho wreck
of the New York Central's Pacific express which ran Into a landslide one
mile south of New Hamburg, at 11:30
last night, resulting In the death ol
Edward Wells, an engineer, of Albany, and Edward Warren, a firemen
of New York, and injuries to about a
dozen passengers, none of which will
prove fatal. The wreck was one of
the worst that has occurred on the
Hudson river division of the road
since tho New York tunnel disaster,
and it seems miraculous there wore
not many more fatalities. The locomotive turned over, ploughing forty feet
Into a great heap of gravel which had
fallen upon the track, shot upward,
then turning almost at right angles
came down across all three tracks.

I

Handkerchief Specials
Another lot of 50 dozen white
handkerchiefs; some scalloped
edges, others hemstitched with
rv
embroidery; values up to
25c. Sale Price, each . . . . UC

85c Black Taffeta Silks
yards good strong black taffeta, 19 inches wide, all silk, an
H5c grade.
Sale Price,
CQr
per yard
200

Old Chronic Sores.
As a drossl"(T for old chronic sores
there Is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it is not advisable
to heal old sores entirely, they should
be kept In good condition, for Which

this salve Is especially valuable. Fir
sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
no superior. For sale by all druggists

Good Black Taffeta Silks

CANDY AT COST.
SF,NI
THE CHILDREN FOR
HUÍ SACK OF CANDY TODAY,
till
FRENCH R Alt FRY, 213 W. KAIL-ROAAVE.

lusyards of full yard-widatleta silk placed
on sale at the extremely
75c
low price of, per yard

100

This

IDEAL HEALTH RESORT.

Is

I

Colored Silk Spec

í als

rt

-

slzct' 6 to 10. To close,
choose at, per pair

STOP AT THE WHITF ELE
CH ANT ON YOUR WAY HOME AND
TRY A GLASS OF MLNCHENER- If
1IOF HRAU BEER.

Special No, 1. - Hundreds of yards of
dress goods in various checks and plain
goods, also shadow checks of wools and
mohairs; worth regularly up to
25c
50c a yard. Sale Price

Consists of dress goods
selling' regularly up to 75c the yard,
To clean these up you may take
OC
your choice at only

SpecUti No. 2. --

Special No.
Various styles of black
and colored dress goods, consisting of
siiilians, plaids and line black goods;
selling regularly to two dollars
50c
a yard; choose now at
.

Fast black, fine ribbed hose; double
knee, heel and toe; sizes 6 to 10.
Special Price, per pair
VJVjC

Women's Lisle and Silk

Tgloves..

BIG BARGAINS
IÑHOSIERY

Children's Dresses
Made of gingham

Rough Tussah and Rajah Silks,
27 inches wide, oitly a tew colors
left; while they last choose of
these $1.00 and $1.25 silks

suede lisle glove,
also Kayser double tipped finger silk gloves; colors blue, tan,
white, mode and grey; this is
an opportunity to secure some
rare glove bargains; their regular value is 60C to 75c.
qq
OC
Sale Price, per pair

CHALLIE SPECIAL
FINE CRETONNES 36 tuches
wide, in floral and Jaoanese de
signs, regularly sold all over at
2o cents a yard.
J5c
Sale Price...

pieces of 50c and f0c all wool
challies, in dainty dots, stripes
and drisden figures, for dressing
sacques, house gowns and
waists. Sale Price
15

,0C

Parasols reduced to clean up the stock,
and divided into lot number, as follows, for easy choosing:
Lot No. 1. Values up to 3,00.
1.50
Sale Price
Lot No. 2. Values up to $4.00.
2.50
Sale Price
Lot No 3. Values up to $7,50.
3.50
Sale Price
Lot No. 4. Values up to $10.
5.00
Sale Price
Children's Parasols have been likewise

reduced and divided into lot numbers
at.
.. .1.00, 75c, 60c
IW1IK

BNOINO

AUO. 4

or percale;
Russian or Hubbard effects;
neatly trimmed with washable
braid; sizes to 8 years;
25c
35c value. Sale Price
In

Women's Paul DliU'k Couzo

Mocklni.

Put up three pair In a box specially
for us; double sole; an excellent wear-tiisummer Weight black hose.
3 pnlr for 50c
S ih PMce
Women's I, ace I, isle Hose.
lace and lace ankle hoso;
colors tan, black and white; regular
value 35 cents a pair.
SpMMLl at, per pair
25c
Women's On ta Kg Base.
Special lines to close out, In plain
black lisle and lace lisle. Priced as

Women's Summer Vests

All-ov-

follows:
All 3Gc goods go In this sale
Is K" Inlbls sale
All .'.lie k
All 75c goods K" Inthls sale

at. ''te
iil..85c
at. .5(k-

Long Kimonos

GOOD MADRAS
All newdesignsin light and dark
ellects; regular selling i jv,
price 20c. Sale Price.
.

JC

HABUTAJ SILKS
25 pes of full
fine Habutai
silks, regular value 60c; black,
white and colors.
AQ
OC
Sale Price
27-i-

Percale Shirt Waist Suits
Made of blk and white checked
percale, piped in red or black;
skirt trimmed to match, f
I.DU
Sale Price only

rr

l

Mdde of large figured Japanese
cloth; regular price was $1.25.
To close them out you may 7C
take your choice at

.

Fine white lisle vests, low neck,
sleeveless, full taped; sizes 4 to
ti; usually sold for 85c.
25c
Sale Price . .

.

Special Sale of Women's

PARASOL CLEARING

A washable

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS.
Is prepared
The undersigned
to
make tripa lo and from tho celebrated
InforHOT
Any
JEMEZ
SPRINGS.
mation desired can be secured from
Geora II. Moore, No. lis West Tall
road wenuc.
jAMRS T. JOHNSTON.

2.rc

American Qlits' Stocking!

a rare mil hitrgtiln.

To rent for a term of years, th

new and beautiful rosldenco propcrt',
containing about twenty room", In tli
finest location In the valley, about one
mile from the city limits on the Lock-maranch. Attractive grounds and
fuirroMndlngs.
Also ten additional
room In contiguous cottages If desired. Ample stables and outbuildings
Afiply on premises or address Mrs
Henry Lockhurt. Albuquerque. N- M. tf

Special in Children1!
Slwklüns.
In this lot will bo found varlmis
broken lints, con.slstliitr of onyx dya
luce ho.se worth 60 cents n pair; "No
It4nd" linen knee black IlOM, u KfUa
lar l8Mntl value, anil various other
lines wnrth up to CO cents a pair;

Dress Goods Specials

e

trous black

D

BIG BARGAINS
IN HOSIERY

sklhnn

the MrraMe.

Fancy Ribbon Special
yards of fancy ribbons in
stripes and nov 'ty patterns, also
2000

solid color ribbons includ
ing black; worth 3c to
25c
75c a yard. Sale Price

5i-i-

n

.

MOHAIR SPECIAL Ten pes of
twisted dust shedding
mohair Sicilian; grey, bine, blk
and brown; a 76c value.
DKJC
Sale Price..
d

rn
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE
PBRfiONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

at once to mark

EVEB BROUGHT Til THIS CITY. THIS IS YOUR. OPPOR-I- I
lAil'.l Mll.V LOW PRICE PLACI YOLK ORDERS PROMPTLY
: J : :
:

BAY AMD GRAIN

July

Money to Loan
Furniture.

LABEL

Pianos. Organs. Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels: also on
FEMALE HELP WANTED.
salaries and warehouse receipts, ai
low as 210.00 aid as high as 2200.00.
WANTED
Saleswoman, young,
Loans are aulckly made and strictly must
experienced, and be able to
private. Time: One month to one speak beSpanish.
Attractive salary to
year given. Goods to remain In your
possession. Our rates are reasonable. right person. Only parties with all
602-6- 0
qualifications and capable need apply.
Call and sea us before borrowing.
Steamshtn tickets to and from all Write and send references immediateJudge McFie Orders Judgment
Darts of the world.
ly to the John Becker Company, BeTHE HOUSEHOLD LOAN
Denver Mint 90 Accept Sliver.
lén, New Mexico.
Harh Wire Telephone Lino.
been dug ud and added to the i.ec
2 end 4. Grant Bldg.
for Plaintiff in Sum of Nearat
Denver
The United States mint
The Alamogordo telephone compation of Indian curios.
PRIVATE
OFFICES.
secretary
by
THE
the
authorized
PROFESSIONAL.
BEARDED
OPEN EVENINGS.
barb wire fence has beentreasury
Another Interesting exhibit at the ny has again utiliz
ly $1,000 in Case of Big
of
from und after AuS05 West l al. mud Avenue.
exposition will be a display .t tobac- tor the purpose "i constructing
a gustthe1, 1S06. to accept
ATTORNEYS.
containsilver
co, of which these old Virginia, tribes
line.
The first ed in deposits whenever the amount m
roKSAIJE,
!'. Tiact of County Land,
W.
were so wood. It is said thai when suburban telephonet d a
R.
D.
HKTtN
FOR SALE Ñew Dcnsmore tvne
number of of silver in such deposits does not
Attorney at Law.
tobacco was the medium of exchange lino was construí
in value the proportion of one writer; used thirty days; cost 297. $Cü
Office in First National bank buildIn the ancient colony of Virginia It months ago to the residence of J. S. exceed
gold.
parts
part
to
ten
ing.
It.
silver
This
C.
A.
takes
office.
Journal
a6
N. M.
Albuoueraue.
was a common tiling ror an imitan u Morgan, about seven miles south of will greatly Increase the mint marOVER 34,000 ACRES
Well-bui- lt
SALE
FOR
trade off his wife for a few twists of Alamogordo. Tin tie works perfectl- ket for
poultry
PHYSICIANS.
retorts,
liars and
tobacco. Pretty young aquaeI were y. The last line lliu- - constructed was as heretofore such deposits were de- houses, ideal for this climate; cheap
AFFECTED BY ACTION
DR. R. L. HI 1ST
worth more than ugly ones: heno4 to the ranch of H.
assay
If
the
silver
clined
fineness ex- if sold at once. H. N. Packert, 617
Morgan, west
N. T. Arlmllo Bid.
Room
ave.
Marble
there was no regular market price lor
assay
gold
Ihe
Oneness,
which
ceeded
Tuberculosis treated with High
of Alamogordo. I' Is also a decided ment that the value of the silver
Indian wives.
Electrical
Current and GermiFOR SALE
the line is More
success, if anythli
Sheep cide. Treatments given
Judgment n.i ordered yesterday
8 a. m. to
of range; grass knee-hig-OR LEASEgreen
The prominence which a Haches to satisfactory than
n y of the local could only be about
and
as 4 p. m. Trained nurse from
gold
in attendance.
h
the
Judge John K. McKie, silting in tin
value,
instead
of
In the early settlement of Virandlbll-ihatobacco
a
t
meadow;
fines, from tin point of
unfailing
city
water;
phones
patented
Both
í
place of Judge Abbott of the
State
ginia determined the Virginia
more lines as now ordered.
lands; located in Sierra county.
It is probnbi'
DR. J. H. WROTH
court for Bernalillo county, in favor No More the Festive Ambly-chi- la commissioners to have as imrt of the ity.
to ranches adj.i-n- i
C. C. Miller, Hillsboro. N. M.
be
will
construed
Physician and Surgeon.
of the territory iu the cast- styled TeiVirginia exhibit at the Jamestown ex- cent to Alamogord
the near fu-- 1
Albuoueraue. N.
FOR SALE Phaeton, in good rerltory of New Mexico against Henry
Roams in Solitude
position Ihe finest tobacco exhibit ever ture. The success
the experiments
pair, at W. J. Hyde's blacksmith shop, DR. J. E. BRONSON
Hnnlng. The territory is award
for an exposition. A tobac- is fortunate, for i:
were otherwise
arranged
FIRE INSURANCE
W. Gold ave.
Homeopathic.
i.in
with costa of suit, taxes din-ottlt.it,
How the Gila Monster Bit co palace, artistically decorated with the great expense r putting in new
Physician and Surgeon.
.slightly more than 14,404 aen s ol
ild prohibit
pictures.
curtains wire and poles
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
tobacco tapestry,
pi - Secretary Mutual Building Association
Room 17 Whltins Block.
In
grant.
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ncss. R. A. Baldwin, at Albuuucrou
ngth extending
ami ornamenta of every (Description, vate lines of any
the Professor,
Hernalillo county, for the years 1902-- 1
ice.
Alamogordo
217 WF.ST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Lumber company.
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' DR. W. G. SHADRACH
Practice Limited
19U&. inclusive The valuation for each
Automatic 'Phone 721.
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I.1,',, I.',,.
FOR SALE Four-rooTl
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at $2X8.05. tad for 1908 .it 1289.80, been found.
DENTISTS.
cheap.
607
N.
making a total of 11,024.92, for
F"'urh st.
tf
The insect hunters may now seek
which judgment Is order,.,,, minus an new
DR. J. E. KRAFT
FOR SALE 'worse, buggy and
Long have
ReldS of discovery.
offset of $14h.4, asked for by
Dental Surgeon.
Apply
N
gt
ni5
they searched for the amblyehila. AlRooms 15 and 16 Grant Bleck. over
K, 'u 8 'LÉ
the
Golden
Rule Dry Gooda company.
disapbeen
they
Horse,
ways
well broken to
have
The Opinion slate:; that the court
before
Phone 272: Colorado. 164.
saddle
harness will work single Automatic.
further finds that there is no provislofi pointed. Hut at luit the discovery
Closed t mil Aug. 7.
office
L "'JUble. Kind and gentle. Colo, (
of law for the assessment of undividhas Bona,
m.orie. 92-E.
J.
D. D. 8.
ALGER.
ed Interests in such property, nor fro
The amblyehila nest In Tima counOffices: Arimtlo block, onnoilte Gol.
the
drop-hea- d
FOR
collection
of
r
SALE Singer
proportionate ty, Ariz. They have been surprised in
Utile. Office hours. 8:S0 a. m. to
sewing machines. I and Grant bldg den
amounts of taxes on such property tin ir stronghold by Professor P, H.
12:30 n. m.: 1:20 to & p. m. Autofrom owners of undivided Interests; Snow, of the I'nivcrslty of Kansas.
telephone 462.
FOR
matic
SALE.
Horse'
Appointments
buairv
andhar
a i. .
and that Judgment ran properly hi who was in Albuquerque on Ins way
ness. cheap. 709 West Coal ave
If made by mall.
rendered against defendant for the east with a number of students.
FOR SALE Soda fountain. T.
DR. L. E. ERVIN
whole of said taxes, hut without preLittle did the meek. Inoffensive
Topham.
Dentist
judice to defendant's l ight tO recover looking amblyehila. feeding on .the
Auto Phone 691.
FOR SALE New and second-han- d
20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
Rooms
from defendant's
their pro- desert plants and shrubbery in the
hnr es at A Ihuouernoo Carriage Co.
Learnard and Lindemann.
portionate shares of any Judgment Baboqulvarl range, 100 miles from
"
FOR RENT
which defendant may pay. The Judg- civilization, in a land where the foot
ARCHITECTS.
on RENT A nicely furnished
ment rendered Is declared to he a II. '. of the white man seldom treads, and
hunting
room, with all modern conveniences, V. O. WALLINGFORD
on 14.499.14 acres of said tract, and where only a lone Papugo,
In case said taxes are not paid within silver tip bears, strays occasionally
421 S. Third st.
S ! Private Jamlly.
Architects.
great
objects
of
were
they
.think
that
ninety days of the time Judgment is
FOR RENT Two rooms for light Rooms 4 and 47. Barnett Buiidlna.
Insect
to
thS
men
the
Interact
of
Both 'Phones.
given, the land shall tie sold at SUC
housekeeping. $12. 21S W. Lead av.
world. Unaware that they commandti.'ii All assessments other than tho-I CIVIL ENGINEERS.
SALE-t'artl- y -FOR
price
$35
ed
little
a
each,
RENT
of
these
OR
house,
Tent
sued on in this action, of the said bugs went on
their way In peace, far
furnished. 511 S. Walter. a3 J. R. FARWELL
property as a whole, or upon the in- from
Engineer.
strife and turmoil of the civFOR RENT Two rooms for light BOpnj 23, Pvl1
terests of any owners therein, as the) ilized the
N. T. Armllo hnlldln'
world.
housekeeping. 61ti W. Coal ave.
appear on the tax lists of Hernalil!
ni
Yet such Is Ihe fact, says the Tin
INDEItTAIiEHS.
county, and all sales wnh h may have son Citizen. Heretofore there have
FCtR RENT -- 2 and 3 room fur
A. BORDERS
I
ii made thereunder are canceled; been but live amblyehila in captivity.
Dished houses. modern.
Dr. E. M
City Undertaker.
and the collector and probate clerk n! Professor Bnow has swelled the captison, 40G s Amo.
Black or white hearse, Jfi.00. ComBernalillo county are authorized aim tivity collection to sixteen. Hottled ill
FOR
RENT
Three furnished mercial Club Building. Auto telephone
directed to correct the records of sai alcohol he has eleven line specimens.
rooms for housekeeping
no s 316; Colorado, red 116. Albuquerque!
assessments and sales in accordanci He would have secured more had it
Broadway.
New Mexlei.
Al
with the court's order,
been possible.
FOR
RENT Furnished
rooms;
BAKEKIES.
In the plain language of the world,
modern conveniences, also stable. Ap- i M pi tRTANT
SCIENTIFIC Ills( OV- - the amblyehila are "tiger bee ties."
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
-giy z a. mana st.
Despite their size, they are unusually
to anv oart of the city, wedCORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
EltY.
ferocious and pinch harder than any
cakes a specialty; satisfaction
FOR RENTFurnished
room: ding
guaranteed.
8. N, Balllna. Pioneer
beetle known.
largo closet, bath, electric lights, etc. Bakery. 207
clinical Preparation That Posltlvelj other
A delightful place to spend your summer vacation.
Furnished tents and
i if the
Soulh Firt street.
five that had hem captured
TU W, Silver ave.
kills the Dandruff Genn.
f
before,
ow
by
three
are
ned
Dr. Wal
palm cottages for rout at reasonable rales. You may do your own cooking
A most Important
discovery Ii
FOR KENT Two-roolent, furter Horn, a distinguished
of
been made after a year's patient lab- Berlin, Germany who wasscientist
nished. 1003 N. Seventh st., corner
your méals at the restaurant, Boating, Bathing, ishinfif. Music.
oryoucanget
guest
i
the
oratory work aimed in a certain direc- of Professor Snow, at Lawrence, Kas.,
of Marble.
if
Por information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad 'ares, etc.
tion It Is Ncwbro's Hcrplcide, a prep- last year.
and Loans,
FOR RENT
store room Real
aration that prevents falling hair, and
Professor Snow is the oldest educaon West Gold avenue. Address Box
Fire
Insurance,
speedily and permanently eradicates tor at the University of Kansas, one
13S, City.
if
dandruff. These cvIIb are caused by a of the biggest schools In the middle
Surety Bonds.
FOR RENT-- B'urnlshcd room. 612
germ or parasite that burrows into the west. Be has been a member of Ihe
Second st.
JI2W South Second Street.
tf
scalp, throwing up the dandruff, as n facility for forty years ami was fori
Automatic 'Phone 328.
FOR RENT Storage room. E. V.
seeks to sap the life of the hair at the twelve years chancellor of the unlver- FOR SAIdt.
Fee, 602 S. First st.
root. There's no baldness without fall- sity, which Is loeateil at Lawrence,
JL,i00--fl-roohrlek; bath,
ing or thin hair, no thin hair without Kas. Its student roll numbers several
FOR RENT -- - Pleasant furnished
cellar, electric lights cement walk;,
dandruff, and no dandruff If the germ thousand young men and women of
rooms at 315 S. Third st.
on highlands, close. In.
tf
state.
Is destroyed.
Ncwbro's Hcrplcide is the Bunflower
92,860
brick; bath, electric
MALE HELP WANTED.
For twenty-liv- e
consecutive years
the only preparation that will do th-- '
lights, barn, shade trees; W. Tijeras,
WANTED Cook"af 102) Itailroad
"Destroy the cause, you will re- Professor Snow has been spending a
work
close in.
ave. Apply at 217 S. Fourth St.
by leading portion of his summer vacation In
Sold
u 12,000
in "Ve the effect."
new brick cottage;
southwest collecting rare Insect
druggists. Send 10c in stamps for the
WANTED
sales-maAn
n
N. Eighth s(.; adobe outbuildings.
experienced
pe linens, nis collection at the Unl-- I
sample In The Ilerpiclde Co., Detroit varsity
can secure a good position al 12,100
Of Kansas is one of the most
modern brick cottage;
B. II. Brlggs & Co., Special
Mich
once. Inquire The Singer Sewing
e
bath, electric lights; good location!
complete known.
Agents.
CO., 21SV S. Second st.
I -- room
2,10U
J3I
With Professor Snow and till three
brick cottage; bath
electric lights; N. Second st.; $x.r.o
students L. A. Adams, of Lawrence,
WANTED Gus stoker; good wages
8. K. Crumb, of Caleña, and Eugene
PIRE SALE.
to right party;
cash,
on
balance
time at S per cent.
German preferred.
M l, ( WHY
IT
M BELOW Smyth, of Topeka when they board
Apply at gas plant.
brick cottage, good
tf Si, SOU
MENU Till
the eastbound limited for Kansas, will
lights, lot 60x14 2, in Highlands.
COST TODA1 ONLY.
WANTED First-clas- s
bookkcener; $2,100
( IIILDItEN.
THE FRENCH Hl-KltY- , go IS, 000 bugs. There remain behind
brick cottage, well
one
Spanish-speakin- g
familiar
with
in13,000,000,000.000.
R Wl.lto l AVE.
built, N. Eighth street.
213
The collection
people
preferred.
n
A.
H.
Address
$1,000
cludes rare butterflies, moth
Two good houses. 6 lots,
and
Mercantile Co., San Antonio, N. M.
shade trees, room for two more
mm UN I STERN
ELECTRIC AND lilies.
go
thorn
will
Gila
houses;
two
With
also
WANTED
close In; N. Sixth street.
Laborers, naiive"and
CONKTR1 ( K)N CO.
ut not in aloho.
monsters.
white, and all trades supplied wllh $2,250
The
modern adobe, well
POSTOFFICE
OPPOSITE s I
built, nicely finished, large grounds.
help on short notice. Also domestic
illa monsters will travel In their nat(
l,l
SEE t S IN ni It NEW ural
Xn
They
state.
to
will
Good
Ihe
servants.
be
added
outbuildings,
OfAbraham's
Employment
trees and shrubI
I KTAKLIHIIMI
I
oit FANS, FIX- - curio collection of the university.
bery. Pouth ward.
fice, 120 W. Silver avc, at Elite resI t 1(1 s
i
BUPPLI1 B
"They are my pets," Professor Sii"v
$2,200
taurant. "Phone 379.
iixume dwelling,
on
remarked, "but they have not yet lost
corner close in, lot 76x142, fine
YOUNG"
WANTED.
ill
savagery."
he
he
their
PEOPLE
added, as
POPULAR
shade trees.
WANTED -- By couple, three rooms A One piece of business property
displayed a lacerated thumb,
for
salí-- .
by
was
furnished,
The
one
injury
light
wiih
bath;
of
caused
houseWEDÜEÜ LAST EVENING the "pels" attempting to chew off
keeping: must be private; lirst-claSome good ranches for sale close to
Professor Snow's lliumb. The hite
G.. Journal.
city.
3
was received tWO days ago.
One of
11,909
brick cottage, bath,
H. rnard
WANTED
St.
pup.
Maniagi "i Miss lone k I bright to Mr. the mooeteri
res
persisted in crawling OUI
electric lights, barn, corner lot, 60s
uttered,
price
state
ESmll
Oebauer,
prison.
of
Its
box
Ward i. indefeon Solenuilzcd
142; N Second street.
Professor Snow
Sania Fe. U. If.
carelessly attempted to shove it bach
11,100
frame, new, barn
bj itc Mr. Barron,
WAN'I'ED
Coiipi,
with his bare hand
without child- The reptile acshade trees, city water, high locaren desire two or three furnished
knowledged the pelting by fastening
tion.
rooms for light housekeeping, or 12,000
Antidoles for
20 o'clock last evening at the its fangs In his thumb.
At
frame cottage, bath,
etc.; s. Arno street.
small furnished cottage in good (OCV
resilience of Rev. John W. Patron, Ihe poison Were applied at once.
"1 am DOl greatly worried about the
Mon
permanent.
pa tor of the Congregational church,
Address c. s. u;,ü 91.000
liante cottage, bath,
ele, trie lights, close in, easy
Snow.
Journal,
Professor
tb.i' gentleman united in marriage bite," remarked
t
"They
some
All
wonderful stories in
D. Anderson and Miss lone
Wai
double houses, elote In. inWANTED To exchange foTAÍhu-querqu- e $6,6004
come $so p,.r month; a good investbrlght, daughter of Br. ami Mrs. the southwest about the deadlines! ot
Improved property my 5iii,3 ment.
Qeorge P. Albright. The pretty ring the oils monster. They may he true,
Half cash, balance on time at
acre ranch. 15 acres to 'alfalfa, l"l
8 per cent.
And Profesceremony was used. Hie wedding but i have my doubts.
o tes to corn and orchard. Kive and a
$2,600- being witnessed by a ' few intimate sor Snow should know, for he has
Trame, bath,
half miles from Los Angeles, 2 block
lights, tree,;, shrubbery, lot electrle
They made a study of inse ts and reptiles.
friends of the young couple.
76x1 4 2,
new
from
the
Ana
Santa
lit;
electric line
Professor Snow pleads guilty to
Fourth ward.
will be at home to their friends after
general
years
and
store;
I
facing
City
get
Ii
"Yet
the
over as nun
and $1,300
September I.'.th at 509 South Fifth
frame, near shops,
new Long Beach boulevard; 20 min- $2,70- 0street, Mi Albright Is a very popu-- 1 ground in a day as any of the boya"
fíame
mi,,., with
utes
he
I
rld
from
Angeles,
10c
Los
remarked,
young
Is
with
in
groom
his
well
lad) and the
twinkle
lar
modern conveniences; well built. H
ire.
An ideal suburban home, Two houses,
A mo st.
"And very often the younget
known in Albuquerque, hiving been
one a
In Ihe printing business for some time ,als are Ihe llrst to suggest that we
California house, tin. Money to l,onn on Good Real Estate
past. He is at present connected wllN make amp for the day."
new and modern.
other eight-roolint
of I oleres,
Unlike son,,, ol the stage botanists
ib. nwrhsnli il department
Two large barns, corrals and other
of ihe.
t
and
iiise, hunli
Moinlng .lou'iitl.
ami unlike some i.r
out buildings. Fine artesian Mowing
2-3- -4
The bride and groom were tendered the real gentlemen who follow this
well; water piped all over the farm, Annual Meeting of the Grand
calling,
is
nothing
there
In
odd
Stl riegan wedding supper last ntght
the
houses and yards.
Pine orchard,
nt then new home and ire receiving appe.u a in e ,,f pi ofensor Snow.
Ies
beautiful yard, all kinds of ornainenal
the congratulations of an unusuall might easll) be mistaken for a
lie s, (lowers and palms. This place Acric, Fraternal Order of Eagles
man who had had goodly share
,
large number of friends.
can be divided to an advantage, and
of commercial sue, ess.
tho. only reason I would sell or exchange Is that I think Albuquerque") Milwaukee, Wis., Auq..14-1- 8
MIIMMIFO KINGS
climate is best for my health. Pufth ir
FATAL MISTAKES
information will be gladly furnished.
U R. Thompson, It-Box 42. Coinn- OF EARLY VIRGINIA;
ton, Cal.
al
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Think of a simple mistake in a
name costing lens of thousands of
lives per year. But It Is a fact,
Kverv third or fourth pernon will
Hlmlt " a Utile kidney trouble." We
are suddenly waklns up to the fact
that the deaths from this cause are
over (10,000 per year, and that It Is
Bright' hincase. Mr. Lonml of Heel,
s
of
evue hospital, declares
people over 40 have some form of
Brlaht's Disease, and the health commissioner of Chicago In October. 1904,
showed that six per cent of the aduil
young of that ety hsve It.
And the census shows that nut of
4.1.412 deaths from kidney trouble In
the year 1900, 4.X.74H, over
were due to Bright' Disease.
What Ii to be done?
Simply this No matter how mild
your kidney trouble I, to be safe,
treat It at once as Bright' Disease.
There Ii only one specific known,
vis.. Fulton's Renal Compound for
Rrisht's Disease, lie, overy Is almost
recovering
certain, nearly
Ask for remarka'd'' booklet that In-- ,
ludes no cases except those that were
supposed to be Incurable. This book- Jet Is for thoughtful people.
J. H. O RIelly Co., agents for Albu
.
buerqu.

ititeresiing Reminders of other Caá
lories looml on JWSjeStOSfll
BXBOSitSM

nine-tenth-

'

s

s,

Site.

Many
Norfolk. Va.. Jul v :0.
strange Indian relics of bygone days
which have been lliiearth.il
on Hi
grounds of the Jamestown exposltlonj
near Norfolk, Va.. tell Interesting Ulan
of customs in vogue among the
dlans of three centuries ago, and some
of the old record! handed down from
the first settlers ndd SSSt to Indian lra- dltlons and Indian habits and cus-- .

nine-tenth-

nine-tenth-

THREE DAYS ONLY, YOUR CHOICE OF
THE STOCK, EXCEPTING THE STAPLE
BLACKS, FOR $10.75 A REPETITION OF
OUR LAST FEBRUARY'S MOST SUCCESS-

toms.

It

Is now

known that the Indian
who once occupied the present site of!
the Jamestown exposition, to be held
,ln 1907, carefully embalmed Ihco-kins and chieftains, much as tin
Egyptians did. The work was done sel-- ,
j

I

entMoally and the bodies thus
were preserved In an excellent
condition for centuries being dried 9B
skilfully as lo look like the
It Ig expected' that
of ancient Ugypt
some of these ton in milled kings of Hie
early Vlrlglnla tribes will be placed
on exhibition st Ihe exposition. Ingeth
hlcli have
d
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tickets to Milwaukee for $47.10 for
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limit August 23

For prices on house wiring and
general repair work.
Auto.
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BIG

Get back into the harness vacation season is about over.
September 1st will be a splendid time to begin to save something for the year.
lots in University Heights.
Why don't you try it? Buy a few of those beautiful
Only $25 to $1.50 a lot: $5 down, balance $5 a month; no interest, no taxes, no mortgages.
They are almost sure to double in value within a few years.

HUH

4

50-fo- ot

ARE HARD AT WORK
Enthusiastic Meeting of Directors and Advisory Board
Shows Preparations for Celebration Are on the Jump.
BIG PRIZES OFFERED

FOR

BEST FLOATS

PARADE

IN

m

Call at office for illustrated booklet.

USHER

HELD

ID

ANOTHER

University Heights Improvement Company.

lamp

FEARFULGAsoline

MEXICO

The board of directors, officers and
advisory board of the Twenty-sixt- h
Annual New Mexico Fair held a very
AWAIT ACTION
Lyllian Leighton
CONSEQUENCE OF
well attended and highly enthusiastic
meeting test night It) the offices of
Stock Company
P. F. McCanna. general manager of
the fair. There was enthusiasm fairly
GRAND
bubbling out of everybody and if a
WOMAN AND CHILD
long pull, a strong pull and a pull
all together will do the trick the ter-- I
MEET HORRIBLE FATE
rltory is going to have a fair and car"SEE THE UNITED STATES," but remember that no tour
nival and all around celebration In
of the Southwest or West is complete unless you have
Albuquerque this year thai will make Forger Found to Have Served Mrs, Orona has foot mashed by
all other fairs look like Sunday school
included a side tripe to Mexico, via
picnics.
Cake of Ice and Declares Huge Tank of Volatile Fluid Ex- in
Jail
Ten
Months
Prescott
la
COMEDY
DRAMA
RURAL
y
Till;
The fair organization this oaf
working like a well oiled machine--eve- ry
plodes, Scattering Its Fiery
the Ice Man Did it on PuMEXICAN
RAILWAY
for a Similar Offense Bewheel is turning, and every day
sees tangible results accomplished by
in Every Direction.
Deal,
Contents
Cold
of
rposeStory
a
lieved to Be Habitual Crook
the committees in charge of the vaEverybody is
rious departments.
Hotel Destroyed.
The ONLY line reaching nearly every important city of the
sawing wood and talking fair m
anresponsible
was
for
mmI
Hard
drink
everyone he meets. There Is an esRepublic. Guadalajara and Lake Chápala, and Cuernavaca,
KlIOCCSS
ill's
.Marvelous
Nut
V.
O.
Uoaher, who was brought
prit du corps this year among the
other sad accident at '.he station platthe most famous health and pleasure resorts of Mexico.
.Krei-tas
30by
July
Fresno,
Sunday
Mrs
Arniijo
here
Nestor
Sheriff
from form yesterday.
which
members of the association
has never been seen before, a feeling Celerado City, Tetni, by means of exre- GuanajuantO,
morning
the "Show Town" of Mexico; historical and
from
died
this
burns
Mrs. Orona, wife of Domingo OroCONGO TWINS COMEDY OI N
that Albuquerque and the association tradition papers, was bound over to
eel ved in a tire which resulted from
intensely
interesting;
as well as being one of the greatest
was
of
the
sufferer.
na.
Isleta.
must be vindicated thoroughly
and
SPINNERS ALL THIS WEEK
Completely this year by making the await the BCtlOIl Of the grand jury yesHer daughter appeared in the courl the explosion of a gasoline lamp lasl
centers of the world today.
mining
fair the very "top notcher." They terday afternoon in the court of Jus- of Justice of the peace CMorge night in the Bryon hotel at Clovls, ten
have the money and they have the tice of the Peace George R. Craig. The Craig yesterday afternoon with a ta'e miles from here. She received buru
best business men In Albuquerque at charge against Mosher was obtaining of woe.
also in elforts to save her
train and Pullman service daily without change.
their disposal and the fair simply money under false pretenses. He is
"I want to know how I can old child, who perished In the flames
Amateur Contests
Mrs. Freitas rushe.i out of the hotel
can't help being a record breaker.
make the ice man pay for mashing
offense-H- e
charged
separate
With
three
New
Pullman
"Broiler" and Buffet cars in operation. You
The baseball situation was gone, over
mother's foot?" the asked anx- screaming, w ith her clothes on
cahed three checks on the First my
thoroughly last night. At least four National
save
to
retarded
and
then
babe
choice
have
of routes, going and returning via El Paso;
her
can
iously.
bank which were worthless.
Friday Nights
teams, it is now assured, will enter R. P. Davenport,
blank. "How's but was restrained and fell to the
The court looked
Teleof
the
Postal
in
wanEl
Paso
and
out via Torreón and Eagle Pass, or vice
the big tournament to contest for the graph company, gave him
ground unconscious.
She suffered
$i. on one. that ?" be asked.
$1,500 hung up for that event. Very
7 o'clock,
agony
morning
at
until
this
pay
versa,
thus
covering
the best of Mexico..
man
to
ice
"1
want
the
make
of
likely there will be five and it Is oos- - Cashier Arthur Henry, $ Graham for mashing my mother's foot," she having been burned terribly from the Gash Prize Awarded Winner
cashed one for
anil W
sible six teams can be secured. At Brothers,
hips dow n. The child perished despite
any rate there are enough In sight N. Moshner of the Abraham's employ- repeated,
-It.
to save
He did t just for to tantalise her. strenuous efforts made
to make the tournament a success and ment agency, gave Masher $7. no on
The losses by he tire w ere as folcheek, not having enough She came along the platform at the
Eor rates, illustrated booklets and full information,
With the arrival of "Bull" Durham another
and lie dropped a cake of ife lows: Byron Hotel, $2,000; Insurance
and a number of other eastern stars money at the time to cash it in full - stationweighed
n
call
le.
or write,
$i.iniii.
merchandise
John
on
S00
fool
pounds
her
thai
yesAll
gentlemen
appeared
these
of.
the fans have every reason to expect
Wll-- ;
$S,oOO; Insurance $3,200.
store,
up.
Is
She
It
Cannot
smashed
all
day
ter
as
against
witnesses
Mosher.
a week of good, snappy, exciting baseO. V, HHItNA, Com. Ant.,
O. E JACK HON, T. F.
The latter had no lawyer and bad lit- walk, and the doctor is fixing tip tin Nam Alwood, drug store, $3,000; no
P. A..
ball.
want Inuratice. Clovls Mills. $2.ililli; Insurto say.
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Ice
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win no a great success,
Arizona city lends tu show that he suaded her that the Ice man didn't rushed back Into the
first prize for the best trades float makes a business of forgery. Distil t mean to drop the cake on Mrs. rescue her pet dog. She finally sucm mat narade has been llxeil
Í ,1 A ornee í'lancv. who rirospe lltcM tin Orona's foot, and be guessed she bel- ceeded In finding the animal, but was
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Phone
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Mall Orders Filled Sumo Day Received. AlbtiajaCMaw
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TOSE'S HOME-MAD- E
Journal building.
and 11.00. Sold hy .1. II.
William Harper and r,nu Harper, his 5c,
itvil,itif imtu niuifu,.
wife, and J. F. llarcourt. Trustee. O'HIelly Co.
Defendants.
No. 7136.
Notice of Suit.
To William Harper and LOU Harper,
his wife, and J. F. Harcourt, Trustee, defendants:
You are hereby notified (hat a suit
has been begun In Uie district conn
of Bernalillo county, New Mexco, by
the Montezuma Trust Company and
Sydney Eugene Abel, executors of the
last will and testament of the estate
of D. J. Abel, deceased, against you
as defendants, for the purplsc of recovering a judgment against William
Harper for the sum of eight thousand
(8,00) dollars, principal, together
with Interest thereon from the 3rd day
of January, 1905, at tho rate of eight
per cent por annum and ten per cent
of the amount to be found due, as attorney's fees, provided by said note to
be paid, and to foreclose that cere
tain deed of trust, dated tho 3rd day
of June, 1905, executed by William
Harper and Ixiu Harper, his wife, ,to
J. F. Harcourt, Trustee, recorded In
Vol. 12, page 197 of the records oi
Bernalillo county, upon lot 13 In
block No. fifteen (16) f the New
Mexico Town Company addition to the
City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, given to secure tho payment of said note,
and for a decree, ordering the sale of
said property to satisfy, pay off and
discharge the Indebtedness evidenced
by said note, and also the attorneys
IN
fees therein provided to be paid, and
also for costs of suit; and that an order for service by publication has
been made In said cause.
You are further notified that unless
you enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 6th day of Sep122 S.
119
tember, 1908, the plaintiffs will apply
to the court for the relief demanded
In their complaint.
W. B. DAMB. Clerk.
(Seal)
K. L. MBDIjEB. Attorney for Plffs.
Postofflce address, Albuquerque,
I
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TO LET YOU KNOW
JUST
sale
is still selling we have marked a new line of crush hats,
that our
suitable for a trip to the mountains or seashore; colors white, grey, black
cents
or blue; in all sizes. They are worth one dollar and twenty-fin-

Sale Price only 75c
SEE THEM
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The gods help those who help
themselves
And further, you may state.
TELEPHONE AM,
That all 'things good come unto MONEYNEW
.TO LOAN ON GOOD REAL
those
ESTATE
SECURITY AT LOW
Who hustle while they wait,
RATES OP INTEREST.
as
TOE RENT.
Roosevelt Is still busy advising his
house, modern, Lead avenue,
sd visera.
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REAL ESTATE
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N PAPER
IS THE LKADING li I IM III l
OP NEW MEXICO. SUPPORTING THE PHLNt iPLl s OF THE REPUBLICAN PARTY ALL THE TIME
THE METHODS OK THE III- I 'I
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE RIGHT.
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120.00.

robbers held up that man because he
spoke with a vulgar Missouri ac cent.

vm.

6ouh

Reed Chairs, .Rockers .and .Settee,
flameo t'liulr and Settees, Camping
Outfits. MaafcnUi Comforts. Wagon
Ooten, Tents, Camp Stoves and Cooking l iensils. In fae.t, everything to
make life worth living:

house, modern, Coal avenir

$33. (JO.

room house, modern,

S. Arno street HOUSE FURNISHERS.
NEW AND
SECONDHAND.
WE BUY HOUSEhouse, Lead avenue. $12.00.
AVE.
HOLD GOODS. 211 W.
house, lirnadwav. Ifi 00.
"Ttie Morning Journal has a higher circulation rating tlm.i I accorded
tí. NIHISEN, MANAGER.
house. Lead avenue, $15.00.
Auto. Phone 474
- room house
to any "titer paper In Albuquerque or any other dally In New Mexico." The
North Fifth St., modAt present ttie favorite mus' incut
Coal Avenue and Second
Corner
ern, $20.00.
American Newspaer Directory.
of the nihilists is sentencing TTepoS
- room house North Eifth st., $30.00.
to assubslnutloii.
house South Third St., $20.00.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Two
houses, . Broadway with
In
Bally, by mall, one year In advance
95.00
In
primaries
resulted
Texas
The
bath. $20.00 each.
0 a draw, says a dispatch.
The quesDally, by carrier, one month
house, S. Arno, modern, $25.
50 tion is, who elrew first?
Pally, by mall, ono month
Two tents, E. Railroad ave., $8.00.
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The tears that have been shed for
Jtussell Sage would probably ivt Moat
a very large steamship.
to be banished
The guillotine
from France: probably because tlicy
nt'cel them all over in Russia.
By special request Mr. Bryan had
himself introduced to the Irish lull
In lionelon as "O'Brien."
Is

M

Socorro's EarthquaKs

e

abroad regarding the recent serlos of
REPORTS thai were
vicinity
of Socorro, wire no doubt In
disturbances In the
exaggerated,
but our Socorro friends are
considerably
Instances
hardly justified in manifesting so much ni tamper toward tbefj
neighbors In other parts of the territory on this account, for they .should
remember that however damaging may have been the reports that were
telegraphed abroad from other places, they were first sent to those other
states by people at Socorro. No doubt many of the Socorro people wen very
much alarmed, as most other people are under such circumstance, and It
Is not at all surprising that they thought the situation was much worse tha
It was.
In their excited condition they very likely gave accounts of the
matter which represented the situation just as It seemed to theni and upon
these accounts were based the reports that were sent from other plan s. to
the Associated Press. Of course, all this Is to be much regretted, but there
Is no "blame" for It to be attached to anybody, and the responsibility for it
rests primarily upon the citizens of Socorro, themselves.
The total result of the disturbance Is thus summarised by the Chieftain:
"As results of the recent earthquakes at Sororro about twenty chimneys were
thrown down, the walls of the majority of the old buildings of the city were
more or less cracked, the total damage amounting, according to conservative
estimate, to about ll'.'iOO. and probably a majority of the city's Inhabitants
lived out of doors for a few days. At the present writing the seismic disturb
Snee seems to have cased, and Socorro is In a perfectly normal condition.
The experience was unpleasant, but not at all serious. It will be all but forgotten In a fortnight. These art the facts of tin case, neither more nor less."
t

CHE

i

Las Vegas Optic is offering luge quantities of advice to the.
democ rats of the city eouin II. It appears that the repulilir.ttis have worked
a trlek of doubtful legality to secure control of the city council, and the
Optic wants the democrats to quit. The advice of the Optic Is always bid
In things political, not only because of Its bad judgment, but from Its evil
disposition. The democrats of the city counc il of Las Vegas should protect
the Interests of the people against all coiimts, and never quit the fight BS
long as they are right. The advice of the optic caused Las Vegas to be
split for post office purposes, and it will be years before that evil is overcome.
Industrial Advertiser. Tin- row in progress a Eas Vegas Is a purely local
affair, and we have no desire whatever to butt In, though we may he
permitted to say that to a patita tor in the gallery it looks as though
our democratic contemporary had sized It up about right.
THE

-

Too Many Hoars on Duly
se

ae
FREIGHT Irania came Into collision In Eeorgla one day last week,
tralnunn were killed and about fifteen cars totally wrecked.
CWO news
"The wreck was caused by the neglidispatch concludes:
gence of the northbound conductor, who failed to read his orders
right. He claims that he and the enginee r had been on duty for llfty con-- e
utive hours."
This case Is pointed out by an eastern exchange as representative of
one of the most fruitful causes of railroad accidents In this country.
No
man can stand the King continued strain of uninterrupted service. It
charged that on some of the largest roads of the1 north, engineers, partly out
of regard for their desire to make extra wages, are sent out on runs
after they have brought trains into terminals. Public Sentiment
has for several yens been pointedly demanding the enactment of rigid laws
forbidding the employment of any person connected with the running and
dispatching of trains more than a certain number of hours In each clay.
If such statutes were written ami nfore d there would be fewe r mistakes
In the reeding eif orelers anel in their s- ndlng. anil fe we r terrible accidents
for the newspapers to rat mil.
i

-

IT is believed that under the surface, a controlling motive in the bitter
political conflle t in Iowa is ambition for S'tial.ir AlllSon'l si it. In deference
to Iowa se ntiment and to Allison It has not Im cmi openly brought Into th
fight, but it Is there, NOW COSMS word from Iowa thai Bright'! disease has
reached sue h an advanced stage that Senator Allison's Intimate friends no
longer conceal their alarm for him and lelm.i thai bo will never occupy
his seat again in the senate. The contest for control of the party will from
this time be more furious than ever.
S

LooKOut For Debs!
se
out for gore, and he gives the world fair warning that he is
have things done his way or he will have blood. And
DEBH towould
better look out, for Ie.,B is elangerous when he Is stlrreil
up. and he seems to he almost riled now. Hut at any rate It can be
said to Debs' credit that he Is not half as bloody, yet. as old (inventor Wale
That Was Jutt
who Was going to ride through blooil up to his brtdlS bits.
awful, and If Debs expecta to accomplish anything in the blood business he
should go Into training, and put himself In condition, for he can't show at
present In the same class with Walt. He can make a cold shiver, now uud
then, run down our spines, hut Walt. With his bloody bridles, threw us Into
regular Arkansas shakes. Just think of it. lllood up to the' horse's bridle
Oo
bit. and horses shy at blood, too. Go away Debs you're outclassed.
off behind the barn and kick yourself.
When It comes to making an ass of
in the world, and an guess you arc,
yourself you may hit without an
but In the matter of blood you are a mere two-fu- r.
Is

1

THE local government of Washlngtein city has Instituted a system of
thorough i leaning up, all over town, In the hope of driving out the typhoid
In this the
fever, which has been unusually prevalent there this season.
capital city Is getting an excellent example, and one that nearly all the towns
In the country might follow wllh profit, fever or no fever.

Tiryan Is framing UPf S speech to
"wake up old Missouri." Bryan may
discover, however, that old Missouri
has been eloped.

FOR SALIC
Four houses on South Broadway,
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
bargain.
Large and small ranches for sale near
In. Tract of land on the Mesa, cast
of the citv.
Some tine lots on Tijeras avenue; also
on West Coal avenue.
House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
14 rooms In a line location.
Lots anel houses for sale In a'.l parts jf
the city.
Four acres of land In the city limits,
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc., in a fine location.
house on West Coal av.; up
to date. $:,9Q0Lot on West Gold av., near Sixth st.
Corner Iron av. and Edith St..
house; modern: lot 75x142 feet; fine
cement sidewalks; good stable. This
property will be sold cheap If taken
at once.
House and lot on South Second St.. between Lead and Ocal avenues, at a
bargain.
house, two blocks from
with two lots. House well
furnished. This property Is In one
of the best locations In this city,
and is for sale at $5,600.
Brick house and tot on West Coal
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2,600.
Brick house, 7 rooms, wllh 8 lota, on
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
brick house, nearly new, modern Improvements, at $1.160, on
North 4th street.
house, furnished, god location, $1160.00.
frame In ana af the best
locations on Braadway at a bargain: modern
house, North Fourth street,
with 8 lots 76 142 feet, near In.
Price, $3,600.

Grocer
Wholesale
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN

Apt

America Is arthree interesting
of the approuch-in- g
Hoot.

An exeiiangc observes that the ther- was HI In the
shade Tuesday. And the

nometer at phoenix

campaign harilv commenced.
e
"Motor driver's spine" Is a disease
which seems likely to prove more serious than the 'auto face." Outraged
nature may yet solve the auto problem.

Ballooning as
the latest society
This will appeal to
who wants to take
Lunnun,

aocial function Is
tad In England.
the Gotham sport
a little "fiver" In

On October 30 there will be a territorial convention of Christian Endeavor societies in Banta re, and the
Almanac is looking for an exception-

ally tall tree.

Thai the Joint statehood sentiment
powerful in New Mexico Is proven
bv the fact that It will win out in spite
of the fact that the Almanac is In fa
Is

vor

rj'
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THE BLUE

Both Telephones.

403 S.

463

Five-roo-

To Contractors

We will be glad to give estimates on anything from the mill
Work of a home to milking a
window screen nnd will guaran- satisfaction.

Sickness

IVck-a-Bo-

of-fe- ct

thate-hwor-

long-sleev- ed
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STREET COMMISSIONER TIEIlNEY is doing some good work harvesting the weeds. Strength to his elbow, and may ho keep up his lick. Rank
For Conductors Only.
Every railroad conductor ought to
weeds Indicate a rich Moll hut then, we don't want to use the streets for
have ono of our leather covers to
agricultural purposes.
protect his train book. Made ot good
durable Russia leather, strong boards,
THE
says: "One of the new features of progress In lined with heavy cloth and leather.
Price 11.26.
Missouri Is the Introduction of natural gas." Glad to see the old slate
II. S. Lllhgow A Co.
gelling ahead. I'nder all the years of the democratic dispensation the only nnnkblnders
Journal building.
featurr-- of progrpss In Missouri was the mule.
prompt
and roitrteons treatment
For
nnd the very choicest o( meals you will
by railing on land
no
mistake
make
THE Denver Republican finds one good thing about the Sage millions:
Uhiimort, 113 North
street, or
No chorus girl will ever figure In the police court records because of theui. telephoning your order Third
In.

MYER

Men's Calf
fords

Shoes and

Shoe s

M

and Oxl
I1.RA lo 94.00

Men's Vlcl Khl Shoes- and
$J.2.- lo 93
Oxfords

.Ml

Men's Patent Colt Shoes &
9U
to tl 00
Oxfords

at

.Women's Cativa.; Oxfonls.
White or grey
91. M lo 2.i:
Vlei Kid
Shoes
and Oxfeirds.9l.no to

Weimen's

t..V

Women's Patent Kid Shoes
to 9l.no
uud Oxfords. -

Gold Avenne

Baldridge's is the Place

Ia

J. 6. BftLDRIDGE

405 SOUTH FIRST STREET,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

South Third Street

A

ranging from

few small ranches,

three to ten acres cuch: all under

ditch and under high state of cultivation.
Also, desirable lotH In the different additions to the elty.
We have several small cottages, well
hi, for sale on reasonable terms.

Colo. Phone. Black 144

mm

B. RUPPE
THE
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

A SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

203 West Railroad Ave.

Is a necessity and the cost

Lecuthcr, Harneas, Saddles, Lap Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, Etc.

Paints, Oils and Vanishes
Palmetto Roof I'tUnt Lasts Fle Yuan

Is

First National Bank

small. We have them.

O. & R. G. SYSTEM

THOS. F. KELEHER

Effective December

Santa Fe Branch

STATIONS
Banta Fe
Española
Embudo

Eastbound
11:00
12:51
2:11
2:00
4:02
4:32
6:46
8:20
8:00
4:35
7:20

1U, 1U05.

a. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m....Lv
p. m ...Lv
a. m....Lv

Westbound

Ar.... 8:S0
Lv.... 1:11
Lv.... 12:26
Lv.... 11:36

Baranca

p.
p.
p.
p.

ra
ra

m
m
m
m
m

Servilleta
Lv... .10:29
Tres Piedras
Lv
10:00
, Antonlto
Lv. ... 8:10
m
Alamosa
Lv.... 6:40
m
Puebla
Lv.... 11:05
a. m....Lv
Colorado Springs
HI
Lv.... 8:40
I RFNCH FNMLE
1
n
a. m....Ar
Denver
m
7:00
MUI
A
Lv....
HUM
inn
Connections At Antonlto for Durantro, Slhrerton and Intermediate point?.
A Ran, Oitrun Rtno fur Rurrmwain aIiritVotítion
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and Intermediate points via either the standard
HIS INOWN TO Mil. B.SI Mn) M, H.eU
ra ti'tti
r Money KrntntM
Until prli
.iinfniitei.
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
fo( $1.00
ir hoi. YtJ nstntl tiinn on trltl bn a.
ontiro trip In daylight and passing through the famous Royal Gorge, also for
Lev, th
sand
orlen to (Lá
all points on Crcede branch.
UNI' rt MrtJlCM f O.. mo, 74 UuMti.a. f.
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where good meals are served.
the J. II S. K. IIOOPFR, G. P. A. Denver.
Sold In Alhuqucruue by
A. S. BARNEY, Agent, Santa Fe, N. at.
.
OTtlelly Com.-wnrnnd t tops Leaks.
Cash Paid for nides and Pelts.
08 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

rluL o
i

'

Auto. Phone 311

Colo. Phone

I

Ilk 33

THE LONDON CLUB LIVERY CO

Communication Made Easy

SANITARY HOARDING
STABLES
T. Schmidt. Prop.

421 N. Second St

Gro88,Kelly&Co
WHOLESALE
MERCHANTS
Wool. ILdea

eft

Pelts

a Specialty

ALRUQUEHQUV

LAt

Between the Grant Southwest nnd Kansas City, St. L rali, Oblongo,
and all points North nnd East by the

El

P&.SO j&

Southwestern System

Rock Island System
vTCUAS

,

Globe-Democr-

s

S21

WE HAVE FOR SALE

l

Men's Canvas
Oxfords

Money to Loan.

asa4adede4asnsesadn

long-sleeve-

SPECIAL SALE
Of Typewriters.
While In Denver I secured some'
bargains In typewriters, and have two
New Centuries, one Jewe'tt, two No. 3
Smith Premiers, one Conovcr anil a
Dlicke nsderfer, also a No. 3 Fox anel
a No. 6 Densmore. I will sell these
Machinan at real bargains for the
next thirty Days. Qeorfu S. ltamsay,
corned Fourth st. and Itailroad ave.

.I

W. P. METCALF

Notary Public, Insurance, Bonds,

Dealers in Real Estate

:

"peek-a-liene-

4

8

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE 1
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.

Planing Mill Co.

WOOTTON

at

Money to loan in sums to suit
on approved security.

per cent

Having consolidated the Phoenix
end Superior Pluining Mills, tho
machinery being of the Intest designs und best makes, we are prepared to do all kinds of MILL
at a price never before
WOKK
atcmptcd in New Mexico.

la

si

m

ETC.

BUILDERS,

HOUSE

K

Much

Avenue

FOR RENT.
frame1: modern; close In;
plenty of shade; $20.00.
Five-roobrick; modern; $22.50.

e,

& CO- dlapatch from London says that E. H. DUNBAR
flnels
Important arc hacologb-ahave Comer Gold Aveno nnd Third Street.
been made in the land of Goshen. As
lonF ns the bone diggers stay in Gosh- en the Almanac breathes easier,
a
Pails Is now busily deciding for
Rockefeller what would be the best
way to use his money. This action (in
the part of Paris was not at the
eif John, but was kinelly volunteered.
Trepoff says he will put all revolutionists in strait Jackets, The manufacturers of that style of clothing are
preparing for rush orders and it is
Can be prevenfM by calling a
feared several new factories will have
physician when the first sympto be constructed.
toms of approaching disease
Somemelancholy sheei up In north,
appear, get a diagnosis of, anil
ern New Me xico wails that the "Santa
prescription
for these first
Kc tax grabbers want tei foist Joint
.symptoms, then bring the pr
statehood on the people." That must
tO eiur store anil have
sound good to the Aliñan SC, W fetch six
months ago was calling the Albuquerit filled with the highest grade
que King" all kinds of names for bdrugs money ami science can
eing In favor of joint statehood.
os
produce, compounded precisely
The PhUosopy or the
as the physician Intended II
days. The
These are "peek-a-boo- "
sun shining through the leaves makes
should be,
a drop stitch garment of shade for the
grass, the Huffy clouds show little
glimpses eif blue lining, ami the little
Flpplev On the water have' the same
effect of mot heriiess as tlie sun patches
them with light.
II Is no wonder then, that woman
has ever followed the fashion, for we
may surmise that Kvc's leaves were
ii li
arrayed In no heavy
and it la squally significant thai
"
all the diatribes against the
are launched by man. Who that
swelters in an impi'rvious collar, a
d
shirt and a
The Al varado Pharmacy
coat, can help envying the luikier
ne e lad ones who require but the dab
of a powder puff on the eml of a nose
to look as good as Mowers In a dewy
B. H. Brlggs & Co., Propriety
Envy Is the soul or
meadow'
First Street and Gold Ave
"knocking." ami If the "pcek-a-hoo- "
Both Phones
does
offer numerous openings to
the detractor and the mosquito It
will endure ho long as fhe summer
days ami pink ribbons are to be
found. Por the "peek-a-boo- "
makes
woman look like an ice cream suela.
Iheitigh she may feel like a hot toddy.
Los Angeles Examiner.
.Millions for Amusements,
The earnest way with the American public OaS about enjoying itself
and the vast sums of money spent In
piievlillng means and RMthodl has
caused much comment. It will surprise the rendar to learn that over
NOW IS THE TIME
one hundred million dollars are
in amusement enterprises.
A
sick man or woman, however, cannot
enjoy Iheinsiives bei'aüsc sickness
robs any pleasure of Its delights;
THAT YOU OUGHT To BUY A
hut then there' Is no reason for remaining In such a condition, when
OF
PAIR
OXFORDS
Oil
Hoatettsr'l Stomach Bitters will make'
you well again. There are hundreds
BIGHT SHOKS FOR THESE
of pe rsons now enjoying robust he alth
VK HAVE THH
lie IT DAYS.
as a result of taking thn Bitters, an I
a similar MpenOMa
awaits you.
KIND THAT
WILL KKKP
Therefore start
It alway.
COOK,
BOOKS
THAT
Vol'
cures poor appetite, flatulency, head
ache, cramps, diarrhoea, vomiting.
DRESSY,
FITS WELL AND
dizziness, sleeplessness, dyspepsia, InW
BEST.
digestión or oostivsnass,

117 West Railroad

FOR SALE.
building
site, 87x142 feet, near
Fine
car line extension, for $500.00.

First St.

-

A

"

Fresh Lot Just Received,

Drug Qo
The WilliamsFRONT

J. LOVE, Prop.

Auto phone

Ill SIM ss CHANGES.
a
ranches near the ctty for sale
The Alliance Insurance company Good
at
reasonable
.
.
has announced that it will write no I 'I.. I ......... ..... Drices.
Insurance against the rooting of lpigs.
Rents Collected. Taxes Paid, and
is a chance for a new insurance
entire- eiiariro tuk.u of r.roiicrtr for
company with a unique mission,
residents and
He-r-

A

m

.

All kinds of mill work a
specialty. The right place
lor good work at low price

it.

m

v

65c
35c

Planing Mill

Six-roo-

m

N. M.

Albuquerque

-

post-offic-

Quarts
Pints

Mitchill Wagons

for

ALBCQCERQCE,

Six-roo- m

Hospitable South
ranging for two or
re volutions In honor
visit of Secretary

Welch's Grape Juice

The St. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms
Cholee Liquors Served. A Good Plat
to while swB" the weary hourn.
All tho Pcpular Games.
Keno every
Monttay, Thursday and Saturday
Nlfhts.
JOSEPH BARNE7TT,
120 W. Railroad Ave,
Proorletot

Shortest, quickest, therefore the Best. The Only way with two
through trains dally, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers,
Dining Cars, Chair Gars and Coaches. For any trip, anywhere, nny time TARE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

tur Full Particulars

see nny Agent or Address

GARNETT KING
General Agent

Eli PASO, TEXAS

V.

R. STILES

Gen. Pasa. Agent

TvfdMj. July SI,

PIPE

f

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNALS
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FOR

ORGAN

Pale? Thin?

courage, strength? Or ire they
thin. nale. delicate ? This remind,
you of Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It does greit things for children.
It fives them
a good appetite, improves their digestion, builds up their general health. Tsk
your doctor if he endorses this. W,T "
w ub;i
j.c.ArCo.,

nESHTEIIUS
HAS ARRIVED

Castellano Case Set for Trial.
Paris, July 30. The court, has definitely decided that the suit of
Anna de Castellano aeainst her
husband. Comte lion I, for divorce,
shall be heard October 17, or October
24. If the parties are not ready on
October 1 7.
The hearing of the suits of the
count's creditor, in which they are
seeking to hold the countess liable for
me obligations incurred by the count,
was set for the same time.
Burglars lsc Automobile.
Chicago, July 31). Four daring
cracksmen blqw up eighteen safes and
stole $25.000 in c.ish and valuable
papers In the heart of Rockford, 111.,
early today. Two were caught and
$1.080 was recovered, but two escaped n
Dg automobile, carrying
most of the booty with them.
.
The men whn nw' l,il.,,..i
ii, . , i in u..v '
been expert Chicago
crooks, wore
uinwni in ine nelgnt of fasion, with
patent leather shoes and diamonds.
The scene of the robberies wis the
seven-stor- y
lirown building,
largest building in the city, and the mop
the
worked all night long blowing upon
Com-tesa-

$5,000 INSTRUMENT
BE INSTALLED

TO

AT ONCE

The big pipe organ, which Is to bo
placed in the now Presbyterian church
at the corner of Silver avenue and
Fifth street arrived from the oast
yesterday and will be at once placed
In position In the ( hurch. The organ
was manufactured by the J. V. Steere
4V Sona company, of SorinKfleld, Mass.,
and cost $5.000. The organ occupies
enure rraigm car, one 01 me ex- -i
tra big furniture cars, and the task
of putting It together and placing it
In position will be a big one. Charles
M. Topliff will arrive at once from
the Springfield factory and pat in the
organ. It will probably take three
weeks. The. organ as It arrived yesterday weighed 14,000 pounds.
Flans are under way for an elaborate opening recital some time In August at the dedication of the organ,
which is one of the finest instruments
in the southwest. A professional conceit organist from New fork city,
onr of the best in the world, will play
mid the event promises to be a most
noteworthy one in the history of music
in Albuquerque.

u

YOUR LIVER
Is out of order. You go to bed In a
bad humor and get up with a bad
taste in your mouth.
You want
something to stimulate your liver.
try
Herbine, the liver regulator.
Just
A positive cure for Constipation,
Dyspepsia and all liver complaints.
Mrs.
,
F
Fort Worth, Texas,
writes:
"Have used Herbine In my family
for years. Words can't express what
I think about it.
In
Everybody
my household are happy and well,
and we owe It to Herbine. Sold bv
J. H. O'Rlelly Co.

FINANCE

AND

i

is lir oucil.i

Amalgama toil Copper
Anaconda
Sugar
Atchison
do preferred
New Jersey Central . .
Chesapeajte A i ihio. . .
Ht. Paul, preferred . .
Rig Four
Colorado & Southern .
do tirst preferred
.
do second preferred
Erie
Interborough
do preferred .
Missouri Pacific
New York Central . .
Pennsylvania
St. Louis & San Ftanclftco,
ond Preferred
Southern Pacific
'
Union Pacific
United States Steel
do preferred
,
Western union
United States Ponds'
Refunding 2's, registered
do connnri
Refunding 3's, registered

34
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50
42
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.
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n94
39
100 ft
91

104 ft
104
103 ft
104 ft
103 'A

lu"i"J"
4's, registered

(afB,B

129

do coupon
io3 -'
New 4's, registered
, '.12i
do coupon
30
Money on call, easier,
2(i'lft per
cent; prime mercantile it
paper, at 5b.
(tt'Oft per cent. Silver,
64ftc.
The Metala.
New York. July 30. Copper aMU)
higher In the London market with
pot quoted at 83 5s and futures at
S2 5s.
Locally the market was
steady.
Lake is quoted at $lX.501f
18.75;
electrolytic, at flS.25O18.60'
casting at $18.00018.88. Lead was
unchanged at $5.75 in the local mar-ke- t
and at 16 15s in London. Spelter Was 5s higher at 26 15s In London. Locally the market was unchanged at $5.95 líí 6,05. Silver, 64c
Mexican dollars, fiOftc.

.........

i-

1

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago. Ills.. July 30. Rnormnus
receipts of wheat at the principal
grain centers of the United States
caused a decline of over one cent a
bushel in the price of wheat here today, September wheat opened at 75V;.
to 75ftc sold off to 74ftc and closed
at 74
September corn opened
nt 60c to fiOftc. sold off to 4 9c and
then advanced to 51c. The (lose was
at fiQft. September oats opened at
32c to 32ftc, sold between 31ftc m.i'al
aftc and closed at 32ftc.
Cllicngo Live Stock.
Chicago,
July 30, Cattle receipts.
31,000; market, 10(íi)15c lower. Com
mon to prrmo steers. $4.OOiiifi.40;
rows, $2.75 líí 4.50; heifers. $2.75 Q
5.25; bulls, $2.60r((4.25; calves, $5.75
fui 7.00; stockdrs and feeders,
$2.(10 di
.

aaaBaBaB;

Ha
aiaaa
eaaiaBaBaBaB

Kansas City Live Stork.
Kansas City. July 30. Cattle receipts. 11,000; market, steady to 10c
$3.90 1ÍR.1 5;
lower. Native steers,
southern steers, 2.SO04.M southern
rows. $2.00 ii 3.40; native cows and
heifers, $2.00 ii 5.0;
stockors
and
feeders, $2.254.50;
bulls, $2.25
4.00; calves, $2.5(8)5.25; western fed
steers, $3.50ii'5.85; western fed cows.
I

receipts, 5,000; market,
Sheep
steady. Muttons, $4.25 fi 5.50; lambs,
IB.MB7.Ml range wethers, $4.35M
fr.76; fed ewes, $4. 255.00.

St. Louis Wool.
St. JiOuls, July 30. Wool market,
14

WOOL
Mauger

Representing

Boston
891 West Gold Avenue

& Avery

Albuquerque

Toti & Gradi

Dealers In
GROCERIES. PROVISION& BAY.
GRAIN AND I't'l'JL.
FIna line of Imported Wines. Manors
ana Ignrs. I "luce Vnur Orders
For 'Phta Line Ultli Ue.
S18-8-

217 NORTH TUIR1

F

Just received a large shipment of embroideries, comprising cambric and swiss;

MUNCH F.XKR-HO- F
RUM' REEK
tf
AT THE WHITE BUBPIIANT.

in all widths and patterns? price range

3c to 65c a yard
also well assorted stock of ribbons, laces,
insertions, appliques, etc. In fact all
kinds of dress trimmings. Remember
the place.
t jt t v
i

to 22, inclusive,

1906
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Ttr Big Globe Sign en W. Raitroad Ave
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Life This
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ADAMS & DILGARD

IlflBBalBfl8
aBalBalflBaaa

on

FUNERAL

aBBBafllflBH

DIRECTORS

$10.000

Cut Tobacco Stake

Pui ses for Baseball
Fruit and Vegetable Exhibit

$1.000.00
$1,000.00
$1.000.00
$1,000.0,1

Embalming is Our
Specialty
Cor. Fifth Street and
old Phono Blk 298

$ 1,500
$ 1,000

Cowboy Relay Races
Ladies' Half-milRace
Manoeuvers by United States Troops
Baby Snow
Poultry Show
Jersey Stock Show
Trades' Display Flower Parade Montezuma Ball
Carnival 4t(raction, with Twenty Big Shows on the Streets

Avenue
Now Phone 153

STONE HOTEL
TV.MV.7i HOT SPKINGS
Is now open nil (lie year around
Beat of Accommodations

e

Otero's

CARNIVAL TO REIGN ALL THE TIME

House
Connect Ion.

Until

MRS. WM. ROGERS,

Ititn

Call at Office

and See Display of Ranges.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go

l

ÜK.ANDE LUMBER. COMPANY

Ohe

!n

Stjish and Doors

Hint and

Clss

Contractors' Materials
Pfop

j

!

iiiiivaa tinivuvitiib

a.;

I

both

r hones
W m

ühe Future Paitroad Center of
Located on
TopcKa
the Heen

The new City of

Belen is 31

of The AtchUon

JVetv

Mexico

Santa

Fe Raftbuay
miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
Cut-o- ff

CSL

from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso Texas and Old Mexico

The Helen Zobun and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

AKB THE OWNBPS OF THB BELEN TOWNSITB. Conaltlnt of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE '..OT8, (atsa 25x141 faet) fronting Upon RO antl
atraU and avanuea. RIGHT In tha buainaaa
center of the NEW CITT and dlrecUa upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Ground. The Atchison, Topeka and Sar.ta Fe Railway company la now grading Ita cxtenalva depot grounda
and yard limita 800 fact wlda and
a mile long, (capacity of aaventy mltea of alda track) to accomodate Ita NEW PASSENGER and FREIGHT depota. HARVEY EATING HOUSE. Raund Hauae, Coal Chutea, Water
Tanka. Machina flhapa, Etc
70-fo- at

ata

17c.

W. E. MAUGER

EMBROIDERIES

,U

TRY
.I,SS OF Ml N( lll'NRR-MORItAI' RKER AT Till) WHITE
ELEPHANT,
tf

Quarter

Territory and western medateadfv
iums, 2fí28c; fine medium, 16020c:

fine,

17

I

-

FKQVI. ROWLING
AI.I.I.VS
RK OPEN I IÍOM MORN1
I II, MIDNIGHT.
ING
TRY vol I!
II M)
T ROWLING. IT IS GOOD
EXKRCISE. CARI. ROI.MAN, MGR.
THE AMU

2:20 Trot. Carnation Cream Stake
2:13 Pace. Moot .t ( lunnlon s White Seal Champagne Stake
2:0!) Race. Mitchell Waon Stake

'

4.25.

i

biia'.i up the

Ej
Í
THE GLOBE STORÉ

j

Fairs for a

2:lS.lncc. .SurlnirK's Grnln Plug

Sheep receipts, 20,000; market,
strong to 10c higher. Sheep, $4. Our,
5.50; yearlings, $5.15(fi 6.00;
lambs,
$6.0007.65.

Mi-i- i

llg-utj- fe

ti

Xo Vceil of Aid From .Iuniii.
Washington. JtrtV 0 Through the)
state department tire American Red
Cross has sent a dispatch to the J;,-- i
anos,- - government asking that no fur-- i
fher contributions be made by Japanese to the tfan Francis,.. relief I
fund. That action was taken by Redi
Cross officials because they believe all
the fundí necessary for the relief of
California earthquake sufferers enn
be raised In this country among person.; better able to give than many
of the Japanese who contributed to
the Ran Fi in. lsoo fund. A total of
$1 40.000 was received by the American lied Cross from layan for the
earthquake .sufferers.

Purses for Horse Races

4.25.

$.'

Immigration Increasing.
Washington, July SO, Itcvised
Indicate that the Immigration In
this contry turlnt the fiscal year
ending Juno 30 last, was 73,574
greater than it was during the fiscal
year 190ti.
The immigration during the pat
year aggregated 1.100,10$, against
l,02fi.4!!1 for the previous year. It is
notable that the class of immigrants
was not so high as in many previous
years, most (,r them coming froftl

Albuquerque, New Mexico, September
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being made
ff"white slave traffic."

Submarine Sounder.
Parte, July SO. Kxperlments w:th
the submarine sounder were tried today for the first time in France by
the tug Wllkrtmmen, which wont out
to meet the steamship Kaiser
11.. which was also equipped,
with the sounding apparatus.
The
Steamship distinguished
the sound
When seven miles distant from the
VVIlkommtsa.
It is said that other
vessels nnt especially equipped distinguished the sounds at a
of from two to three miles. distance

aaaaaa.aaa,a,

.100
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ae;ioreu.
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Wll-hel-
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prli cipa lly, a
.
sort, "sjrvonti n aj
a
Immoral purfiosi

ANNUAL NEW MEXICO

n

100

.251
.137
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safe iT',.7 safe with nitroglycerin
the most daring fashion.

TWENTY-SIXT-H
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e

COMMERCE.

Wall Street.
New York, July 30. The speculative movement for the rise In stocks
encountered some difficulties today in
the amount of stock for sale to realize profits, which are made attractive
by the considerable advances achieved
ween.

Wow is it wtth the children these
plenty of grit,

days? Hive they

PAGE KKVT.S.

Haa a populatlen af 1B0I, and aeveral large Mercantile Rouaea,
In New Mexico.
From Ita location upon the Great Trunk Una,
All faat limited, mall, expreaa and freight traína will paaa through
twv churcbea, a commercial club, three bótela, restaurante, ató
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. Ono third of purchaae
given. COME BARLT IF TOU WISH TO SECURE TUB CHOICE

THE CITY OF 'BELEM

m

The Helen Patent Roller Mills, capacity ISO bárrela dally: winery, ate. It la tha largeat ahlpptng point for flour, wool, wheat, wine, beana. hay and fruit
leading North. South, Fr.at nnd Went, to all point In the United Btatea and Old Mexico Ita futura growth a a Commercial point cannot be retlmated.
Belen to Chicago, Kanaaa City, C.ilveaton and the Pacific Coaat The water la good and climate unaurpaaaed. Belen baa a 114,100 publlo achol houae,
It needa right nor a, bakery, tailoring eatabliahment, ahoemaker, plumber, planing mill, drug atora, harneaa ahop, etc. THE L0T8 OFFERED ARB
a
money caah;
may remain on note and mortgage for ane year with Intereat at eight Dr eant per annum.
Title perfect and warranty deeda
LOTS.
For further particular and prlcea ot Iota call In peraon ar writ to
twe-thlrd-

The Belen Towiv and Improvement Company
JOHJi BECIOEH. President

WM. M.

HEHGEIt.

fecretarv

STREET
w

-

Gao. W. Hicko

eeae
SPECIAL
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T. Y. Maynard

EXTRA

Hickox Maynard Company

Ghe

HORNING JOURNXE,

THE

PAGE FIGHT.

Are Exclualva RapreaeritaUvas j
The Gorham Manufacturing Co., Sterling Silverware: Tha Llbbcy Co..
d
Artistic Cut Olaaa. and Tha W. A. Plckard
China
Each In Ita class, and appropriate for Wedding Glfta. Our stock of
Diamonds "never before so complete." 'Tls a good time for Investment, aa Diamonds are rapidly advancing In value.

PLUMBERS

CARPET REMNANTS

321-32-

3

RAILROAD

ltoe

CO,

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

have on sale a large lot

We

Hand-painte-

Tuesday, Jnly SI,

TINNERS

AVENUE

New Mexico's Le ding Jewelers

The Arch Front

South Second Street

them just large enough to cover a
SOME of
bed room or sitting room. Ingrain,

Cable company's office anj
best electricians
in the
business, left last night for El Paso

graph and

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST one of the
WEATHER FORECAST.
Washington. July So. New MexWednesday
ico: Showers Tuesday;
fair.
Arizona Generally
fair Tuesday
Wednesday.
.11.
W. H. Cook Is here from St. Joseph,
Mo.
S. F. Ballln Is In the cftl from Den-

ver.

John P. Fullerton
Socorro yesterday.

was here from

was in the city
from Helen yesterday.
Dr. F. Palmer, of Cerrillos, was a
business visitor here yesterday.
Charles 1'eterson arrived in
yemerd.iy from FjM VeR-aMrs. Charles K. Perkins arrived in
the city yesterday from Nodales, Ariz.
O. P. Wlnsor and wife arrived in
this city yesterday from Nacozarl,
M xlco.
Q. A. Matson returned last nlRht
from an extended trip to Denver and
else where.
William Mcintosh will leave this
moi i, me, for his sheep ranchea on the
Dr. W. D, BadclMS

Allu-queri-

ie

Catártela plains.

The llnlier sisters, dressmakers, left
yesterday for Colorado where they will
make their home.
Thomas W. Ford proprietor or in"
Highland livery stable, left yesterday
on a trip to California.
Schwentker. the well known
F.H
insurance man. returned yesterday
fioiii a trip to Silver City.
es- A marriage license was Issued
terday to Albert F. Oarc,la and allaal
Mary Whiting of Old Albuquerque.
Jnlin Ortega baves this morning fori
anta Fa ahenc he win goyeto Jeme
week or two.
H i Sprint to remain
Qeorga w. Tuttla, a liquor merchant!
of Carthage. N. M., was In the cltyj
yesterday, accompanied by his family.;
Hen Mlbo and L. Levi came lnlast
night from Btlio, the now trading post
neir Grants where Mr. BltM lias a big:
atora.
Wllkeraon
Attorney Thomas N.
spent yesterday In Santa Fe, returning last night, lie left later (or Lo
I. unas.
S' il.-Inspector Arthur Bverltl for
the Santa Ke left yesterd iv morning
for the towns along the New Mexico
division.
.

where he assumes a position with the
Western Union company.
Joe Harnett yesterday received the
Intelligence that Stranger . one or
the bent of the Barnett string of fast
horses, took the big end of a tiiOO
purse last week at Marshall, Mo., com-In- g
within a second am) a quarter of
his mark, which is 2:084.
F. C Spencer, who has been In
charge of the curio rooms for the 'Harvey system at Williams, Ariz., arrived in
Albuquerque last night on his way to
the
Kl Paso, where he goes to take
management of the new curio rooms
City.
In the Union station ot the Pass
Mr.and Mrs. W. H. Pollock of 602
South Second street, left last night for
Monmouth, Iowa, to attend the funeral of their son, Joe Pollock, formerly
of Albuquerque, who was Instantly
killed In an accident at Ottumwa,
Iowa. Saturday. No particulars of the
manner of his death have yet been
received.
The workmen yesterday laid the
ties and steel for the Traction company extension out New York avenue
as far as the corner of Twelfth street,
whero the line turns and runs out to
the lumber mills. The poles arc In
placa all the way out and the work
began yesterday of stringing the trolley wires out Second street.
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Hayden of this
city have gone to Santa re to be the
guests of Mrs. Bajrdm'l parents, Mr.
and Mrs. h. s. Duval.
Charles ChadWick, the well known
sheep commission merc hant, left last
night, accompanied by his brother,
for Magilalcna on business.
United States postofftce Inspector
C. G. Phell of Denver, arrived from
thai city on official business last
night.
Mrs. L. Thompson of this city went
to Santa Fe yesterday to remain several days.
Janu s I). Whelun. of F.I Paso, is a
guest at the Alvarado today.
Kohert J. Cans Is in the city from

Mrs. I). II.

Ilarroun,

Sister of Mrs.

ABRAHAM

Conner, M. D. D. O.
Specialty Oateopathy.

C. H.
i,

Office on Railroad avenue, over Man-dell'- s,
between First and Second sts.
Hours: 8 to 12 a. m., 1:30 tj 5 p.m.
Dr. Williams has practiced dentistry
for the past 17 years at Las Vegas
Automatic Phone 203

A.

J.

POOL

KLUYTENBERG

PARLORS

in the City.5

LADIES' TAILORING

s. Second St

20

street

112 John

Auto. Phone 604

S

i

Cheap Tabica

Props Highland Livery
LIVERY & BOARDING
STABLE

and

Brooklyn
Batteries

NA

1

LEAGUE,

R.R

BUT EVERYTHING

1

Karger and

W.

Baaon and Hitter.
At Huston
Boeton

AMERICAN
At Cleveland

Home-mad-

Quaranteel.

1

Tlic

Marshall.

and

2

12

2

r,

11

1

Railroad

4

6

Batterlea Haas and Bueloar,
and Kleinow.

15

LOOK

3

4

i)

R. H. B,

II

Mill

2

Bl

lenver

s
7

Lawn and Garden Tools

1

SELLING

$2 25

Load

and M

Albuquerque

76

Cash

W.H.Hahn&CO
Phonea: 418

113 115 1IZ

WARD, Mgr.
SIS W. Murhle Ave.

HOMER
Phones:

Black S80

EL

Colo. Rlk

27.

Auto.

New Ynrk

6

3

2S

9

17

1

BEA MONEY SAVER
to try the high grade
plumbing work we do. To pay us a
fair price fur a good Job will save you
money in the end, as well as future re
grets.

ColumlniM

1

2
5
3

1

1

VISIT THE DAIRY,
INVESTIGATE THE SOURCE OF
YOI'H Mil K SUPPLY. A CORDIM
INVITATION
is EXTEXDED TO
EVERYONE TO VISIT THE
MATHEW
DXIHY FARM, ONE
HALF MILE NORTH OF INDIAN
SCHOOL.
tf
yon need

HcMwcklen.

122

g

WANTKD, AT ONCE TWO COOKS
TO 00 ID Al STIN. TEXAS. WITH
CO. (i., 2.00 PER DAY. ALSO TEX
MEX AS PRIVATES.
I. S. PAYS
ALL EXPENSE.

If

J. L. 'Bell Co.

0

Toledo
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

a carenter telephone

Auto Plione KM.

Our prieee are RIGHT.
When bought right are a good Invent mint
We invite you to call and eiamlne tha beautiful diamond goode we are
offering. Aleo Watcbea, Jewelry. Sllrerware. etc. Mall order receive
prompt attention.

THE LEADING JEWELER
Railroad Avanua

And Then

You ought

Batterlea Wicker and Urlngaton,
Matthewaon, eerguaon and Breanahan,
Plttaharg-Phlladet.
At Plttabnrg
phi. name postponed on account of
rain.

Indianapolis
At Columbus

-

3
4

1

AMKKK'AN ASSOCIATION.
At Kansas City
Kn unan (lty
St. Paul
At Louisville
Louisville

North First Street

South First Street
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO-

H.itteries- - ICyler, Jones and Zlnran,
Paige and Zalusky.
NATIONAL LBAOUB,
At New York
R. H. R.

Cincinnati

Wholesale Distributors: McCormick Mjwers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery;
Birdsell Wagons; Mead Hay Presses; Winchester Rifles, Shotguns, Ammunition.

Grocery Company

R. II. B.
4
3

Gasoline Stoves

THE I5ESFLT OF RIGHT
X G AND R I ii 11 T

B I Y

el

At Llni nlii

Blue Flame Oil Stoves

Only 10c a can

WOOD

Pueblo
5 15
3
H.itteries Miller and Towne, Stlm-mand Itennli'kcr.
At Omaha
R. 11. R,
7
9
1
Omaha
Menu city
0 5 1
Batterlea afi Neeley and lingers,
NoHlIn and Kreese.
1.

OIR PRICE

W.7K ton

Ilostun
5 10
1
H.itteries
Olaaa and O'Connor;
Harris. Yountr and Armhruster.
WESTERN LEAOUK.
8

AT

S. Second

COKE

0
2

R. H. R.

At Des Molnea
1' M nines

City

In the,

COAL

ulllran, Pat- -

St. Loud

Plncc

B,

I

At St. Louis

CiMilcst

White Mountain Freezers

IT IS ALL RIGHT

tirth Beat American Mock, per ton. . .$5.50

H,
r.
4

At Chicago

Chicago
Washington
Batterlea Owen ami
ten and Hevdon.

...

St. Charles Cream

2
2

11

Alaska Refrigerators

Address: General Delivery
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

O'Neill,
R. R. B.

New York

Candies

e

CP.Schutt,

LEAGUE.

Cleveland

Whitney Company

RAFAEL GARCIA & TRC.IILLO
CEMENT CONTRACTORS

Ave

ALL KINDS
ICE CREAM.
OP SOFT DRINKS

R. H. R.

Chicago
H.itteries Llndaman
Laudaren and Kiing.

hour

107 S. 2nd. St.

BARNETT BLD6.

0

14

.7c
60c per

Milliards

All Work Guaranteed

0

tinners

AVENUE

Straight Pool .... 6c per cne
pur cue
15 Dull Pool . .

)lliirlicst Prices Paul
for Tickets.
118 W.

RAILROAD

3

FIRST

M. GUSSAROFF. Prop.

EXCHANGED

Tranaietlont

321-32-

CLASS AND

SOLD AND

Anoe'.iUcn Offles.

p h R.
9

Balls.

plumbers

BOUGHT,

TICKETS

in 1
Warner;

t,

r

NATIO
At Brooklyn
M. Louis

s

,t

Broken

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE COMPANY

.

Parties

for .Mountain

R. H. K.

Detroit
Phil idelphia
Batteries Slevi-Plank and Powers.

or

5 9

BAMBR.00K BROS

AMERICAN LEAGUE.

At Detroit

BILLIARD

The Only First
Class Billiard

Cleaning, Pressing and
Repairing Neatly Hone
Prices Reasonable

124

AND

PARLORS

FINE MERCHANT TAILORING

Auto. Phone

().

BRVNSW1CK

DENTIST

ROSENHEIM'S,

DIAMONDS
EVERITT,

WILLIAMS

JYi.

The "SADIE"

BASEBALL

eeeeeeeeeeee

aeaaaaaaeaae
DR. B.

The above Is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal1' chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
Look at It that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the, bug. People who
use a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat It In comfort. "Quick
MeaP' Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
tale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALIltTQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for QuIck'Meal Steel Range &
Gasoline Stoves.

Avenue

308-31- 0

Hun-houn-

,

bo-fo- re

LINCOLN

a man who, against all odds,
attained the hlg'iest honor
a man
could feet in the United States. Ballard's
Syrup hu,s attained a place never equaled by uny
other like remedy. It is a sure cure
for Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis, Influenza and all Pulmonary
diseases,
vary mother should keeji supplied
with this wonderful cough medicine.
Sold by J. h. O'RIelly Co.
was

-

I

FABER
ALBERT
Railroad

Los Angeles.

I

John H. MiCutcheon. went to sum!
Kc yesterday to visit her brother. Dr.
j
Ha croan,
l.oii S. hoenecker left last night forHolton, Kas.. callad then- by a telegram announcing the critical Illness Of
his mother.
W. S. Fullerton, of H ull, Socorro
COaaty, left last night for San Diego,
Cal., after a visit of several days lu
Albaqaarque.
Assistant Cashier It. A. Frost of the
First National hank, and Mrs. Front,
b tve returned from a month's outing
In California.
Auditor II. McCreary Ot the Harvey
systsin i .line In from the west 00 No.
I i t night and left later 1T Ml PBSO
on official business.
Miss Hetty Wllley Is ng iln at her
desk In the offices of the Montezuma
month s vacaTruat company iftai
tion spent at Long He.ich. Cal.
A. 11. Hilton, the well known San
Antonio merchant, came up from thai
town to utten.i to business matters
terday. lie returned last night.
a raettsl sill bs given at tha Lead
avenue Methodist church Thursday
t
avaninn by Professor John H, Cni
the Datvtratty, on "Rotfsrt Murns."
Mrs. Alfred Orunsfeld find daughters Misses Rains and Hildcgird. who
sprnt the past month on the
have
j',-- .
oh. returned to the city last night
Mrs. Hlpley and MMaa Helen Itlplcy,
mother an. I slst. r of Tr ilninaster Pay.
son Ripley Of San Marcial, arrive it
the AlVSradO from the south yesterday.
Charlea P.. M' Kee, who has m ide
his home in Albuquerque for the past
year, left lust night with his family
for Ranks, Dal,, to remain penaa
nently.
A burning freight car In the Santa
Fe yarda callad out the lire department shortly before noon yesterday,
the blase being extinguished
muí h damage wns done.
Contractor A. V. Tegner. with a
floor laying machine, has ut finished
laving a 1701 octagon maple floor in
I be
llks ball room which is to be
made Into a roller skating rink.
former Alhunuer-quea- n
T. M. Wlngo,
and vice president of the Ainei-lea- n
National bank of Rl Psao, arrived In the city last evening from I
month's outing on the Paco river.
Superintendent Charlea R. liurton.
of the Grand Junction indim school.
left yesterday morning for that Institution, accompanied by i number oi
promising Isleta youths who will enter
he school,
Mr. William Holland, who was to
and be
arrive In Albuquerque tonight
married here to Miss N. M. Campbell
seriof Nashville, Tenn.. met with
ous nc ldenl and the wedding has been
postponed.
Charles Kunz. second baseman for
the Mcintosh BrOWnS, left last night
and
for Coa Angeles. San Francisco
to visit
his
Tacomn. Washington,
a
Tacnma
brother. Dr. 0. O. Kuns.
gone
weeks.
five
will
be
He
physician.
News reached here yesterday of the
death In Log Angeles from consumption of J. W. Tobln. former ashler at
he Alvarado and later cashier at the
fr.i Tovar hotel at the Grand Canyon.
Mr. Tobtn had many friends In Albuquerque.
Hober! p. Davenport, until recently
night chief at the local Postal Tele

Brussels, and Axministers, at less than actual
cost. Come in and bring measurments of your
room. We will be able to furnish you with a
nice carpet for very little money.

W.

Stiver AUe.

The Vromot Tlumbera

j

i

O.W.STRONG'S

SNS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
MONUMENTS
White and Black Hearae

..

201-21-

eaeeeaeeaaeea4)
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1

North Second

AND BKX

FUlfTKOTI ROOFTIfO.

l

Z

Marqurtte Avenue,

Albuquerque, New Mexico

tlfetk

f

for

lie-co-

Th

Association,

a

Building & Loan a
of Albuquerque

K8TAHM8IIKD 18H8
1. (HANT ItliOCK
B. Hu TILT ON
Secretary
Information desired furnished.

ROOM

J.E.BELL

Ha-Vis-

,

Trop.

..STABLES..

laalt

A USAGE A SPECIALTY
FOR CATTLE AND HOGS BIGGEST

MARKET PRICE PAID

eral limit and
Los Angeles and return, $36.00.
San Diego and return, $36.00.
San Francisco and return, $45.00.
For other rates and full particulars call at ticket office. Tickets on
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday during May, June, July,
August and September.
stop-over- s.

Boarding Hornea a Bnectaitr.
Huddle Hornea.
W. Silver Avenue. Albuanemne.

Frith and Salt

2I6S. Second Si

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the change. Visit the Grand
Canyon and Petrified Forest. Lib-

Livery, Feed and Sale
tl

T. M.

eeeeeeoeoeee a.aaaaaaaa.a,
1 Special Rates to the West

Wholesale and Retail Dealer la

First Street

Good Time

E-Oer- y

E Jf

THE WM. FARR COMPANY

ALBVQVERQVE LUMBER CO

of Program

OJVE
C
T

H

Any

Cement

Complete Change

BEGIN NOW!

Stroat

LUMBERGlass,

Sash Doors,

Provide for the Future.

We oponed for Subscription July 1st,
a new aerlea of monthly paymenton savper
stock. .SI.
ings installment
month will curry a $200.00 share.
Also a series of preMild Investment
stock pnvhiK per cent Intereat on
of $100.00 and upwards
liberal withdrawal privileges on all
stock.
Wc will loan you money to buy or
build yon u home at once If you
a stockholder.

Ir cade I

The "Penny

a Homeowner.

f

vav

T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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